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Introduction
Included in this expansion are the most significant French and German 
units that saw action on the Western Front in 1940. Ownership of 
Expansions 1, 2 or 3 is not required. However, the German counters 
included here are in addition to the counters included with those 
expansions and are not duplicates.
Two historical, eight historically-based, and two historically-based 
solitaire scenarios, cover a wide range of situations encountered 
during the German invasion of France.
The German Data Cards retain the numbering system employed in the 
base game and Expansions 1, 2 and 3. Since not all of those German 
units are included here, some of the Data Cards may have different, 
non-sequential numbers front to back.
Note that the new Optional Rules presented here can be used with 
any Eastern and Western Front scenarios as desired. 

Parts Inventory
A complete package of Panzer, Expansion #4 includes the fol-
lowing:

1 Playbook
1 TO&E Booklet
4 double-sided geomorphic maps #21–#28
21 Data Cards
4 Counter sheets

Historical Notes
TO&Es
French and German divisions are provided for reference and for use 
in constructing scenarios. 
These major formations depict their various member formations 
and support formations. Note that only combat formations and the 
units they fielded are depicted. Support and administrative units and 
organizations are not included. 
When fielding forces in a scenario, utilize the major formations to 
select the appropriate forces from the formations and support forma-
tions. Basic Formations are organized and presented in their paper or 
“pure” structures. Always keep in mind that formations were rarely 
at full-strength; losses, breakdowns and other forms of attrition typi-
cally kept formations under-strength.

French Formations
The five most prominent divisions from the cavalry and infantry 
branches of the French Army are outlined and their sub-formations 
are illustrated.

German Formations
Three German divisions are outlined and their sub-formations are 
illustrated as they were structured in 1940. In addition, the Gross-
deutschland (mot) Infantry Regiment is also outlined.

Historical Scenarios
This expansion includes two historical scenarios: 40 and 41, with 
dedicated geomorphic maps. 
Designing historical scenarios presents many unique challenges, 
the most obvious of which is creating winnable objectives for the 
opposing forces. In some cases, that is formidable as the balance of 
forces or the layout of the terrain makes it a near impossible task. In 
any event, it is always very interesting to see if history can be rewrit-
ten or to discover that the actual outcome was always in the cards. 

Solitaire Scenarios
This expansion includes two solitaire scenarios: 45 and 46, for play 
utilizing the Panzer Solitaire Rules. The solitaire rules fill the role 
of the opposing force. The forces and their actions are a surprise and 
different each time a solitaire scenario is played.

Optional Rules (cont’d)
7.6 Tank Fright 
This option also applies to all forces in 1940.

7.38 Special Units
7.38.10 French Char B1-bis [F-4B]
The Char B1-bis turret and 47mm main gun were the same as those fit-
ted on the S-35 [F-4A]. The Char B1-bis also carried a bow-mounted 
75mm howitzer that was aimed and fired by the vehicle’s driver. 
The 75mm gun was elevated normally, but its lateral position was 
fixed. The driver had to slew the vehicle to the left or right to train the 
gun in the horizontal plane. To aid in this, a special hydrostatically 
controlled differential was used to provide the correct adjustments 
to the steering.

7.38.10.1 75mm Combat
The 75mm gun is Limited (see 6.1.4.1.2). It may not fire when the 
vehicle occupies a hull down position, but may fire when it occupies 
a partial hull down position. It may not utilize SHORT HALT orders 
to fire. It also has an AP ammo limit of A3 and is subject to the Dual 
Fire rules (see 5.14).
If the 75mm gun fires at a moving target, an additional –1 AP or –5 
GP modifier is applied in addition to any other terrain, moving or 
Overwatch modifiers.
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7.38.10.2 Rear Left Side Hull Armor
The Char B1-bis’ left rear hull side sported a fairly large engine air 
intake grill, which represented a somewhat weaker spot in her oth-
erwise excellent armor. Whenever the left Rear/Side hit location is 
a 5 or 6, ignore the listed Armor Value and instead treat it as a value 
of 8 for penetration purposes from all elevations.
Note that the hit locations are still subject to Hull Down and Partial 
Hull Down limitations.

7.38.11 French 25mm Gun [F-6A and F-10A]
The French 25mm anti-tank gun [F-10A] and the 25mm gun armed 
AMD 35 [F-6A] had similar AP performance even though the two 
guns’ lengths in calibers were different, L/73 vs. L/60, respectively.
The 25mm CA35 gun mounted on the AMD 35 fired AP rounds with 
a heavier charge resulting in a higher muzzle velocity that compen-
sated for its shorter barrel.

7.39 Morale & Vehicle Bailout 
Morale status can have an impact when attempting to bail out from 
broken and hesitating vehicles. When employing this option, apply 
the following:

• If the vehicle is Broken, the modifier is –20
• If the vehicle is Hesitating, the modifier is –10.

7.40 Road/Path Movement [Expanded]
Vehicles may move at the road/path rate of 1 movement factor per 
hex (not at the bonus movement rate or change elevation bonus) 
when on a road/path through terrain even if they did not start on a 
road/path when moving along a road/path. It must maintain facing 
while moving.

7.40.1 Tracks
Track terrain represents the third tier of movement benefit after Roads 
and Paths. Hexes 21P5, 21CC2, 21FF2, 22V3, 22Y2 and 22BB2 are 
examples of Track terrain.

Vehicles do not possess a specific Track movement rate. Vehicles 
moving on a Track ignore the actual terrain costs in a hex expending 
only 1 of their Movement Speed Allowance for each hex entered 
(2 for reverse moves). Unlike Roads and Paths, vehicles are not 
required to start their move on a Track hex or to follow the route 
described by the Track for their entire move, or ending their move 
on a Track, but must enter a track hex and exit a track hex from a 
Track hexside to benefit.
Vehicle moves along a route that combines Track with Path and/or 
Road movement, use the Track rate for the entire move.
Tracks may be designated as narrow (see 7.30 Narrow Roads & 
Paths).

7.41 Removing Spot Counters 
Originally included in the playtest version of the game, this Optional 
Rule was a secondary part of the Limited Spotting Optional Rule (see 
7.7) where eligible SPOT/FIRE and SPOT/MOVE counters were 
checked to see if they were removed. Employing this Optional Rule 
adds a fair amount of play time to a scenario. Reference the Spot 
Removal Table (OR) found here.
During the Spotting Phase of each turn for each unit with a SPOT/
FIRE and SPOT/MOVE counter:
SPOT counters not eligible for removal:

• Spotted unit occupies None-type Cover.
• Spotted unit is adjacent to one or more Unsuppressed, Non-Full 

Cover, Unbroken opposing combat units.
SPOT counters eligible for removal:
Spotted unit occupies Light, Medium or Heavy Cover. Note that 
all Building hexes are treated as Heavy Cover for spotting for leg 
units and for vehicles and towed units inside the buildings. Note 
that Brush and Crops hexes are treated as Light and Medium Cover, 
respectively, for spotting.
Count of the number of Unsuppressed, Non-Full Cover, Unbroken 
opposing combat units who are able to spot the unit.
Based on the count above, for each Cover type, two values are listed: 
if the spotting range for any of the units included in the above count is 
equal to or less than ½ of the maximum spotting range (round down) 
use the first value; for ranges greater than ½ up to the maximum range 
use the second value.
Roll (100) if the net result is less than or equal to the listed value, the 
SPOT counter is removed.
Apply the following modifiers:

• Based on the highest Unit Grade of any of the units included in 
the above count, apply the indicated modifier.

• If one or more Recon units are included in the above count, a 
+10 modifier applies.

Spot Removal (OR)
 Cover 1-2 3-5 6+
 None -/- -/- -/-
 Light 20/40 10/30 -/20
 Medium 30/50 20/40 10/30
 Heavy 40/60 30/50 20/40

#/ up to ½  max spotting range
/# > ½  to max spotting range
Elite Grade: +20
Veteran Grade: +10
Regulars Grade: –10
Green Grade: –20
Recon unit: +10
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A French CA47 SA 37 ATG with a SPOT/FIRE counter is located 
in a Woods hex. No German units are adjacent to its hex. Two 
Seasoned PzKpfw IVDs and a single Veteran PzKpfw IIIF are 
able to spot it. The two Mark IVs are at a range of 10, while the 
Mark III is at a range of 6.
Cross-referencing the Medium Cover row with the 3-5 units col-
umn on the Spot Removal (OR) table, the values listed are 20/40. 
Since at least one of the German tanks is at ½ range or less (15/2, 
round down), the 20 value is applicable.
The French player rolls (100) and applies a +10 modifier for the 
Mark III’s Veteran Grade. If the net result is 20 or less, the SPOT 
counter is removed.

7.42 Staggered Initiative
Originally included in the playtest version of the game, this is an 
alternative method of determining the Initiative for each turn as 
opposed to the single roll (100) method (see 4.3 & 6.3). Depending 
on the granularity employed, it may add a fair amount of play time 
to a scenario. 
In this approach, Initiative is triggered on a formation by forma-
tion basis. To keep it manageable, base it on the largest formations 
possible. In scenarios that field multiple companies per force, use 
companies as the basis. With smaller scenarios of a single company 
per side, use a company’s individual platoons and sections as depicted 
in the force summaries; or use any predetermined grouping. The 
players need to agree upfront as to the initiative organization used 
and maintain that structure throughout the scenario.
It should be noted that this option requires that players note the order 
in which the Initiative was triggered, because the same order, in re-
verse, is followed during the Movement Phase [Exception see 7.42.3].

7.42.1 Determining Initiative – Initial First Player
During the Initiative Phase each Force selects a specific formation, 
rolls (100) and applies their Force Grade Modifier to their roll; the 
net result may be greater than 100 or less than 0. Reroll ties unless 
instructed otherwise in the scenario Special Conditions. Note that 
while formations trigger initiative on a formation by formation basis, 
Force Grade, not Formation or Unit Grade determines the modifier 
to apply. 
The Force rolling the higher result is the First Player for the Indirect 
Fire Combat Step and resolves all Indirect Fire followed by the Sec-
ond Player. Flip the TURN counter to indicate the initial First Player.
In scenarios where one or both Forces apply a Initiative DRM based 
on whether or not they won the Initiative during the previous turn, 
its application is determined by which Force was designated as the 
initial First Player the previous turn.
The First Player from above then utilizes the announced formation 
to resolve its fire first during the following Direct Fire Combat Step. 
Make a note of the formation executing its Direct Fire.

7.42.1.1 Subsequent Formations
After resolving the initial formation’s Direct Fire, each Force again 
identifies a formation and rolls (100) and applies their Force Grade 
Modifier to their roll. The Force rolling the higher result is next to 
resolve its formation’s fire during the Direct Fire Combat Step. The 
formation now firing may be from the same Force or the other Force. 
Make a note of the formation now executing its Direct Fire.

Continue identifying formations to next resolve their Direct Fire until 
all Direct Fire is complete. Note that one Force may have a greater 
number of formations than the other or resolve all of its Force’s Direct 
Fire before the other Force. In that case, all of a Force’s remaining 
formations resolve their fire in any order desired. The order of ex-
ecution is still noted.

7.42.1.2 Combining Fire
All of a formation’s fire on a single opposing unit must be announced 
before any of that formation’s fire is resolved. Subsequent formations 
may again fire on this same unit by announcing all fire against the 
same opposing unit before any of that formation’s fire is resolved. 
Note that this is an exception to the rule where all units had to an-
nounce their Direct Fire against a single opposing unit before that 
fire was resolved (see 4.4.1, 6th bullet).
A unit that must take a Morale Check due to Direct Fire, takes a 
single check after all fire directed at it is resolved from all opposing 
formations. Use UNDER FIRE counters as necessary to note pending 
checks. However, it must take the Morale Check before it resolves 
its own Direct Fire even if all opposing units have not yet fired. It 
still only takes a single Morale Check

7.42.1.3 Overwatch Fire
After all formations have executed their Direct Fire, resolve all Over-
watch Fire with the original First Player announcing and resolving 
its Overwatch Fire followed by the original Second Player.

7.42.2 Movement Phase
During that Step, the initial First Player announces and resolves 
all Close Assaults/Hand-to-Hand Combats followed by the initial 
Second Player.
During the Movement and Overrun Combat Step, formations execute 
their movement in reverse order with the last formation to resolve its 
Direct Fire moving first followed in reverse order ending with the 
formation that resolved its fire first moving last.
Overwatch Fire may trigger normally as each formation resolves 
its movement.
A unit that must take a Morale Check due to being Overrun, takes a 
single check after all Overruns directed at it are resolved.

7.42.3 Streamlined Movement Phase
The Movement Phase is executed as described in the Basic and 
Advanced Game. This eliminates the need to note the formation 
order in which the Initiative was initially triggered. The initial Sec-
ond Player moves all units, followed by the initial First Player as 
selected above [see 7.42.1]. Reference the TURN counter to identify 
the initial First Player.

7.43 Recon Unit Capabilities [Expanded] 
In addition to their current capabilities, recon units may also apply: 

• +1 Spotting modifier on the Spotting Ranges Table
• +10 modifier when employing OR 7.7
• –1 modifier when employing OR 7.24
• +10 modifier when employing OR 7.41

7.45 Bocage Country
Bocage is a Norman word that refers to fields and country lanes 
located between narrow low ridges and banks enclosed by tall thick 
hedgerows. This is the infamous terrain in Normandy referred to as 
the “Hedgerows” by the US forces.
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Hedgerow hexsides basically block the line-of-sight of units on op-
posite sides. With this option, leg units may “dig in” to Hedgerow 
hexsides enabling them to expand their ability to spot units on the 
opposite side of Hedgerow hexsides.
To dig a leg unit into a Hedgerow hexside, it must have a MOVE 
command. It remains in its current hex and is marked with a LOCA-
TION counter with the INB side facing front. It may also be in Full 
Cover by marking it with a second LOCATION counter with the FC 
side facing front. 
Once dug in to a Hedgerow hexside, a leg unit may spot and be spot-
ted normally as if the Hedgerow hexside did not exist. In the same 
manner as Brick Building hexes, it is considered to be in Heavy Cover 
for spotting and to be in Medium Cover for defensive purposes on 
either side of the Hedgerow hexside.
To exit from a dug in Hedgerow hexside, mark a MOVE or SHORT 
HALT command. The INB LOCATION counter is removed during 
the Movement Phase. It now occupies the hex adjacent to the Hedge-
row hexside it started from. It may Crawl out if eligible.
Thanks to Jeff Coyle for suggesting this optional rule.

7.46 Artillery Air Bursts 
All Indirect Fire, mortar Direct Fire and aircraft delivered bombs or 
rockets directed at targets located in Light Woods, Woods and Heavy 
Woods hexes may cause additional damage due to shrapnel/splinters 
created from explosions in the trees.
Affects all ‘S’ and ‘P’ type targets and Open ‘A’ type targets (OR, 
see 7.8) by applying +10 modifier. 

7.47 Dismounted FOs 
Integrated vehicle crew based FOs may separate from the crew 
and dismount and move independently from their parent vehicle. 
The FO dismounts normally; add a leg unit section to represent the 
dismounted FO. If required due to combat results, it may not bail 
out from the parent vehicle grew and act as an independent leg unit.
When dismounted, it functions as a leg FO unit. However, it applies 
a –10 modifier for all GP Fire, Close Assault and Hand-to-Hand 
Combats it initiates. The parent vehicle is unaffected and may operate 
normally as an independent unit. 
The FO section may remount its parent vehicle normally; remove 
the leg unit section. It may also mount a different vehicle as a normal 
passenger unit.

7.48 Delayed Reaction 
Units may not be prepared for action or may be surprised by the ap-
pearance of opposing forces. Therefore, there is a delay in responding 
to sighting opposing units. This is represented by a delay before the 
unit may operate normally. Until that time, the unit must have an 
N/C command marked.

7.49 Vehicle Assault Cover 
Vehicles normally provide Light Cover for leg units when located 
in the same hex. With this Optional Rule, when advancing, a limited 
number of leg units are also able to utilize the cover from vehicles.
All vehicle types may provide assault cover for leg units. Each vehicle 
provides Light Cover for a squad, or two half-squads, or a half-squad 
and a section, or 2 sections sized units. Covered leg units do not apply 
the –2 GP Defense Movement modifier.

The covered leg unit(s) must be dismounted, not in Full Cover and 
start its turn in the same hex as the vehicle. The vehicle and the 
covered leg unit(s) must share the same MOVE or SHORT HALT 
command. If the units are from different formations (exception to 
6.2.1.1.3), the shared command may be from the formation of the 
controlling player’s choice.
During their Movement Phase, the vehicle and covered leg unit(s) 
are moved at the same time to indicate Vehicle Assault Cover and 
must remain in the same hex.
Leg units may utilize Vehicle Assault Cover to execute Hand-to-
Hand or Close Assault Combats against adjacent units or to advance 
into Hand-to-Hand or Close Assault Combats both with a MOVE 
command. 
The vehicle and the covered leg unit(s) may be individually targeted 
for Direct and Overwatch Fire.
Thanks to Randall Garlington for suggesting this optional rule.

7.50 Defensive Fire 
The Command Control rules limit the number of unique commands 
each company may utilize per turn potentially forcing some of the 
units to mark N/C commands (see 6.2.1). Typically, a unit may not 
perform any actions when marked with an N/C command.
When employing this option, units with N/C commands may defend 
themselves, but only when fired upon with Direct AP or GP Fire. If 
fired upon, the unit may return fire, as if Overwatching, against a 
single firing unit if it can spot the unit and it is within its Field-of-
Fire. If also employing Optional Rule 7.8 Turrets, see section 7.8.4.
It must apply a –2 AP Hit Modifier or a –10 GP Fire Modifier in 
addition to any other applicable modifiers including the applicable 
Overwatch modifier.
If later attempting to recover from a Suppression or Morale Break 
after utilizing Defensive Fire, apply the Command other than N/C 
+20/–20 modifier.

7.51 Illumination [new counter]
Illumination has either ILLUMINATION/ON or IL-
LUMINATION/OFF counters to indicate its status. New 
illumination is recorded by placing an ILLUMINA-
TION/ON counter; or by rotating an existing ILLUMI-

NATION/OFF counter to ILLUMINATION/ON.
ILLUMINATION/OFF counters are removed during the Adjust/
Remove Counters Step (see 6.8.4).

7.52 Command Span
Even in a tactical setting, command units perform critical roles be-
yond the function of morale support and recovery. By maintaining 
communications with their subordinate units, they effectively carry 
out a command role.
To maintain communications, subordinate units must be within a 
certain range of their command unit(s). In turn, the command units 
must be within a certain range of higher level command units. In 
game terms, these various ranges are called Command Span. 
While many different command elements are affected, Command 
Span focuses on a subordinate unit’s ability to engage in combat and 
maneuver across the battlefield. 
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Combat is a more basic element than maneuver. Units commanded 
to Fire or Overwatch are much more able to carry out those com-
mands without interaction from their command unit(s) than those 
units ordered to Move or Short Halt. N/C commands are unaffected 
by Command Span.

Company (CHQ)
The CHQ is the smallest, or lowest command level. The Command 
Span from any CHQ is 10 hexes to any subordinate unit from its 
formation. A subordinate unit only needs to be within range of a 
single CHQ from its formation if more than one CHQ is available. 
CHQs do not provide any command authority for units outside of 
their formation.
Typically, the company-level Command Span is not modified for 
Formation Grade, although it may increase or decrease due to other 
factors, for example, nationality, a large number of subordinate units 
(decrease) or a defensive posture (increase).

• If any company-level subordinate units are out of the Command 
Span, excluding recon units, and any units plan to move, again 
excluding recon units, (Move and/or Short Halt commands), 
regardless if those specific units are out of the Command Span or 
not, the maximum number of Move and/or Short Halt commands 
available is equal to ½ (round down) of the total available com-
mands (minimum 1). The total number of available commands 
is not affected.

• After the loss of all company CHQs (elimination, bail out, 
knock out or brew up), there is a permanent reduction of the 
total available Move and/or Short Halt commands by ½ (round 
down) of the total available commands. The total number of 
available commands is not affected.

• Company CHQs commanding platoons and/or sections without 
radio sets (see 7.4) have their Command Span reduced to ½ 
(round down minimum 1) of the listed Command Span and must 
have line-of-sight to each of the units in the platoons or sections. 
Otherwise, the units are considered out of the Command Span.

• Company CHQs without radio sets (see 7.4) have a Command 
Span of 1.

Reference Scenario 36: Tank Battle at Crehen, Pt. 2. The French 
CHQ’s Command Span is 5 hexes due to its size. At full-strength 
and all leg and towed units mounted, the company has 23 combat 
units. With Seasoned Formation Grade, it has a total of 14 avail-
able commands. If any of the company’s units are greater than 5 
hexes from the CHQ H-39, the number of available Move and/
or Short Halt commands is limited to 7 (14/2) of the available 
14 commands.

Battalion (BHQ)
The BHQ is the intermediate, or middle command level. All CHQs 
are subordinate to one or more BHQs. The Command Span from any 
BHQ is 20 hexes to its subordinate CHQs.
Typically, the battalion-level Command Span is not modified for 
Formation Grade, although, like company-level command spans, it 
may be increased or decreased due to other factors. 
In many cases, BHQs are positioned somewhere off map, since they 
are not listed as part of a scenario’s forces. In that case, it is assumed 
that any CHQs are within the 20 hex Command Span even if located 
more than 20 hexes from the mapboard edge. A scenario could include 
special conditions where this could be modified or adjusted.

• If a CHQ is out of the Command Span from its BHQ, its for-
mation must move two rows down in the Available Commands 
table, minimum Green, when determining its available com-
mands.

• After the loss of all BHQs (elimination, bail out, knock out or 
brew up), there is a permanent move of two rows down in Avail-
able Commands table, minimum Green, when determining its 
available commands.

• On-map BHQs commanding CHQs without radio sets have their 
Command Span reduced to ½ (round down minimum 1) of the 
listed Command Span and must have line-of-sight to each of the 
CHQs. Otherwise, that CHQ is considered out of the Command 
Span. 

• Battalion BHQs without radio sets (see 7.4) have a Command 
Span of 1.

Regiment (RHQ)
The RHQ is the highest, or top command level. All BHQs are sub-
ordinate to one or more RHQs. The Command Span from any RHQ 
is 20 hexes to its subordinate BHQs.
Typically, the regiment-level Command Span is not modified for 
Formation Grade, although, like battalion-level command spans, it 
may be increased or decreased due to other factors.
In just about all cases, RHQs are positioned off map, since they are 
not listed as part of a scenario’s forces. In that case, it is assumed 
that any BHQs are within the 20 hex Command Span even if also 
located off map or located more than 20 hexes from the mapboard 
edge. A scenario could include special conditions where this could 
be modified or adjusted.

• If a BHQ is out of the Command Span from its RHQ, ALL of 
its company-level formations must move two rows down in the 
Available Commands table, minimum Green, when determining 
its available commands. Cumulative with Battalion-level above.

• After the loss of all RHQ (elimination, bail out, knock out or 
brew up), there is a permanent move of two rows down in Avail-
able Commands table, minimum Green, when determining its 
available commands. Results are cumulative.

• On-map RHQs commanding BHQs without radio sets have their 
Command Span reduced to ½ (round down minimum 1) of the 
listed Command Span and must have line-of-sight to each of the 
BHQs. Otherwise, that BHQ is considered out of the Command 
Span.

• Regiment RHQs without radio sets (see 7.4) have a Command 
Span of 1.

7.53 Voluntary Bail Out
Bailout is normally a non-player controlled event triggered by specific 
combat results. However, this may result in challenging situations 
when employing the Command Span optional rule (see 7.52).
Damaged Vehicles or vehicles with just Hull Damage (see 7.56) and 
Track hits invariably fall behind, causing gaps in the required com-
mand span when commanding moving units.
Players may prefer to place those vehicles out of action. When the 
situation arises, during the Adjust/Remove Counters Step (see 6.8.4) 
of the Adjustment Phase, place a Bail counter on or next to the vehicle.
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7.54 Quickdraw
Quickdraw is a method by which a Second Player Unit (SPU) simul-
taneously executes Direct Fire against a First Player unit (FPU) that 
just announced Direct Fires against that SPU. To execute Quickdraw, 
the SPU:

• Is unsuppressed, unbroken and not hesitating.
• Must have an unrevealed Fire Command.
• Must have spotted the FPU during the current turn’s Spotting 

Phase and has the FPU within its current field-of-fire.
• Must have Unit Grade superior to that of the FPU.
• Reduces its RoF to ‘N’ if not already ‘N’.

A first player S-35 with Seasoned Unit Grade announces Direct 
Fire against a second player PzKpfw IIIF with Veteran Unit 
Grade with an unrevealed Fire Command. The two vehicles (the 
Panzer III must fire its 37mm gun with a RoF of N) resolve their 
Direct Fire in any order, only applying any combat results after 
both have resolve their fire.

7.55 Leaders 
Leaders add a powerful new dynamic to Panzer. 
They represent individuals of various ranks and 
skills that can influence gameplay in a number of 
unique ways. In almost all cases, scenarios do not 
indicate the presence of any particular leader or 
leaders. Players may freely add any number of 

leaders or none at all. Just decide by mutual agreement. Follow the 
recommended command structure below, or just go with whatever 
works. There is no correct or incorrect approach as battlefield condi-
tions make for very fluid situations. There may be occasions where 
junior officers or NCOs find themselves in overall command or senior 
officers are commanding only a small contingent.
For the purposes of these rules, RHQ level (regiment/brigade) com-
manders are not addressed. Those commanders are considered to 
operate off-map or, when on-map, without a named leader.

7.55.1 Leader Employment
At the start of a scenario, leaders must attach to any vehicle, leg or 
towed unit; they may not attach to aircraft. They may also arrive later 
in a scenario as part of a relief or reinforcement formation, again 
attached to any vehicle, leg or towed unit.
Leaders never operate independently. They must attach to a combat 
unit at all times; place the leader counter under the attached unit. A 
unit may only have a single attached leader. The attached unit’s Grade 
or its Formation Grade is unaffected by the presence of a leader. 
Leaders are never individually targeted. If in play, they are visible 
at all times unless part of a hidden unit. If the attached unit is lost 
(elimination, bail out, knock out or brew up), the leader is perma-
nently removed from play. Leaders do not have VPs and, therefore, 
do not factor in when determining victory in a scenario whether they 
are present, survive or are lost.

No VPs? What value can be placed on the impact a leader or leaders 
does or does not have on the outcome of a scenario? In many cases, 
it could be purely subjective or emotional. There may be a favorite 
leader or one that turns the tide of battle or has no measurable 
impact. It is really up to the players to make that determination.

If attached to a vehicle, leg or towed unit designated in a scenario 
as an FO or command unit (BHQ or CHQ), the leader automatically 
assumes the role as that FO or command unit. Leaders do not gain 
or lose FO or command statues when transferring to a new unit even 
if that new unit is also an FO or command unit. Integrated vehicle 
crew based FO leaders may dismount; exception to below (see 7.47). 
Leaders attached to a vehicle may never transfer to another unit; they 
remain with that vehicle for the duration of the scenario. Leaders 
attached to leg or towed units, may transfer to another leg or towed 
unit from the same formation when located in the same hex; they may 
not transfer to vehicles. If an FO or command unit (BHQ or CHQ) 
that status transfers with the leader.
No specific command is required to transfer, just shift the leader 
counter to the new leg or towed unit at the conclusion of the Adjust-
ment Phase after all of the adjustment steps are complete. 
Leaders may not transfer from a leg or towed unit that is suppressed, 
hesitating and/or broken. However, they may transfer to a suppressed, 
hesitating and/or broken leg or towed unit.

7.55.2 Leader Effects
• (A) AP Combat: + AP Hit modifier 
• (G) GP Combat: + GP dice roll modifier

◊ Also used for Close Assault, Hand-to-Hand and Overrun 
combat resolutions 

• (S) Suppression Recovery: – dice roll modifier
• (M) Morale: + dice roll modifier
• (P) Spotting: + Spotting Ranges modifier
• (R) IF Response: + Indirect Fire Response modifier 

General
Command: In the same manner as Recon units, all leaders auto-
matically command the attached unit; this command does not count 
towards its formation’s command limit.
Leader modifiers are cumulative with all other combat, suppressed, 
morale, spotting or IF response modifiers. Leaders may apply any 
and all applicable modifiers during a turn. If more than one leader 
could be applicable, only the modifiers from a single leader come 
into play. Multiple leader modifiers are never applicable at the same 
time on the same unit. 
It is not necessary to utilize the same leader for all actions; if there is 
a choice, utilize the leader that offers the greatest advantage.

AP and GP Combat
(A) AP and (G) GP Combat modifiers apply to all of the attached unit’s 
weapons and any attached weapons. If the leader is also acting as a 
command unit (BHQ or CHQ), a single leader’s (A) AP or (G) GP 
Combat modifiers are applicable to all other units’ weapons and any 
attached weapons from the same formation within command range.

Close Assault and Hand-to-Hand Combat
Close Assault and Hand-to-hand Combat modifiers apply singly per 
combat, not per unit in the combat, and only to the combat including 
the leader regardless if the leader is also acting as a command unit 
(BHQ or CHQ). The attached unit does not need to be the primary 
attacker.
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Overrun Combat
Overrun modifiers apply only to the attached vehicle. They do not 
apply to any other Overrun combats even against the same target 
unit regardless if the leader is also acting as a command unit (BHQ 
or CHQ).

Suppression
The (S) Suppress modifier applies only to the attached unit unless 
the leader is also acting as a command unit (BHQ or CHQ). In those 
cases, a single leader’s (S) Suppress modifier is applicable to all other 
units from the same formation within command range.

Morale
The (M) Morale modifier applies only to the attached unit unless 
the leader is also acting as a command unit (BHQ or CHQ). In those 
cases, a single leader’s (M) Morale modifier is applicable to all other 
units from the same formation within command range.
This modifier is an exception and is in addition to the +20 Command 
Unit with in Cmd Rng limit (see 7.1.4).

Spotting
The (P) Spotting modifier applies only to the attached unit regard-
less if the leader is also acting as a command unit (BHQ or CHQ).
If attached to a recon unit, this modifier is in addition to the +1 Recon 
Spotting modifier (see 7.43).
Spotting modifiers do not apply to optional rules 7.4 and 7.7; the 
application of those rules is unaffected by attached leaders. 

IF Response
The (R) IF Response modifier applies only to leaders when acting 
as FOs, command units (BHQ or CHQ), or attached to recon units 
and applies only to the attached unit regardless if the leader is also 
acting as a command unit (BHQ or CHQ).
If the result is an unmodified 1, a Danger Close friendly fire incident 
may still occur (see 6.5.1.10).

7.55.3 Force Leaders
Ten double-sided leader counters are included for each force for a 
total of twenty individual leaders—two of each rank.
Rank titles are not included on the individual Leader counters. Some 
are just too long or the requisite abbreviations would not be clear. 
So, just the leader surnames along with their national rank insignia 
are included. 
Across the forces, equivalent ranks do not exist across all of the 
nations. Some interpretations were made to keep the information 
consistent.
The following tables summarize each force’s leaders to assist in as-
sociating the various rank insignia with the rank titles and leaders. 
Also included are recommended command structures. 

German
• CHQ: Lieutenant or Captain; additional CHQ from same forma-

tion the same rank or one or two ranks lower
• BHQ: Major or Lt. Colonel; additional BHQ from same forma-

tion the same rank or one or two ranks lower
• FO: Typically a junior officer or senior NCO
• Platoon: Typically a junior officer or senior NCO

In the German Heer, there was a strictly defined system of corps 
colors on collar patches, uniform piping and the colored edging 
around the shoulder boards or shoulder straps. This system of colors, 
Waffenfarben, denoted combat service branches, administrative and 
ministerial areas, and the general staff. 

Rose-Pink: all Panzer Troops, e.g., Bauer
White: Infantry, e.g., Steiner
Golden-Yellow: Reconnaissance, e.g., Mayer 
Copper-Brown: Motorcycle Infantry, e.g., Lehmann
Red: Artillery, Assault Guns, e.g., Schmidt
Meadow-Green: Panzergrenadiers, Motorized Infantry, e.g., Lange
Light-Green: Jäger, Mountain Troops, e.g., Weber
Black: Pioniere, Armored Engineers, e.g., Koch

These are provided for illustrative purposes only, and do not limit the 
use of leader counters in any particular scenario or setting. Other col-
ors, not included here, were also utilized, e.g., blue for supply troops.

German Leaders

Koch Corporal Unteroffizier
Bauer Corporal Unteroffizier
Weber Jr. Sergeant Unterfeldwebel
Kappel Jr. Sergeant Unterfeldwebel
Krüger Sergeant Feldwebel
Werner Sergeant Feldwebel
Steiner Staff Sergeant Oberfeldwebel
Herrmann Staff Sergeant Oberfeldwebel
Mayer Sr. Sergeant Hauptfeldwebel
Walter Sr. Sergeant Hauptfeldwebel
Möller 2nd Lieutenant Leutnant
Huber 2nd Lieutenant Leutnant
Scholz Lieutenant Oberleutnant
Hahn Lieutenant Oberleutnant
Lehmann Captain Hauptmann
Wissmann Captain Hauptmann
Schmidt Major Major
König Major Major
Lange Lt. Colonel Oberstleutnant
Schäfer Lt. Colonel Oberstleutnant
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Soviet
• Tank CHQ: Sr. Lieutenant or Captain
•	 Motor	Rifle	CHQ: Lieutenant or Sr. Lieutenant
• Tank BHQ: Major or Lt. Colonel
•	 Motor	Rifle	BHQ: Major or Captain, in some cases Lt. Colonel
• FO: Typically a junior officer
•	 Tank	and	Motor	Rifle	Platoon: Jr. Lieutenant or senior NCO

Note that in most cases, Soviet companies and battalions included a 
non-command level political officer (zampolit), often a Lieutenant 
or Jr. Lieutenant. 
Unlike many forces, the Soviet Army did not foster a professional 
class of NCOs. In most cases, Soviet Army NCOs did not fill many 
of the specialized and leadership roles typically held by other NCOs; 
those were filled by Soviet officers. In contrast, Soviet Army NCOs 
filled many of the roles held by other ranks in other nations. As a 
result, their numbers were somewhat larger as a fraction of the total 
forces.

Soviet Leaders

Zolotov Jr. Sergeant Mladshiy Serzhant
Rostov Jr. Sergeant Mladshiy Serzhant
Azarov Sergeant Serzhant
Khovansky Sergeant Serzhant
Ivanov Sr. Sergeant Starshiy Serzhant
Rodin Sr. Sergeant Starshiy Serzhant
Sharov Sergeant Major Starshina
Pashin Sergeant Major Starshina
Turbin Jr. Lieutenant Mladshiy Leytenant
Koskov Jr. Lieutenant Mladshiy Leytenant
Filippov Lieutenant Leytenant
Leskov Lieutenant Leytenant
Sokolov Sr. Lieutenant Starshiy Leytenant
Orlov Sr. Lieutenant Starshiy Leytenant
Yazov Captain Kapitan
Marin Captain Kapitan
Chekhov Major Mayor
Dmitriyev Major Mayor
Nardin Lt. Colonel Podpolkovnik
Vanzin Lt. Colonel Podpolkovnik

US
• CHQ: 1st Lieutenant or Captain; additional CHQ from same 

formation the same rank or one or two ranks lower
• BHQ: Major or Lt. Colonel; additional BHQ from same forma-

tion the same rank or one or two ranks lower
• FO: Typically a junior officer or senior NCO
• Platoon: 2nd Lieutenant or senior NCO

US Leaders

Martin Corporal
Jones Corporal
Gardner Sergeant
Wilson Sergeant
Hollister Staff Sergeant
Collier Staff Sergeant
Powers Technical Sergeant
Hall Technical Sergeant
Hamill First Sergeant
Moretti First Sergeant
Shaw 2nd Lieutenant 
Cobb 2nd Lieutenant 
Turner 1st Lieutenant
Carpenter 1st Lieutenant
Miller Captain
Pike Captain
Crawford Major
Hunt Major
Anderson Lt. Colonel
Davenport Lt. Colonel
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British
• CHQ: Lieutenant or Captain; additional CHQ from same forma-

tion the same rank or one or two ranks lower
• BHQ: Major or Lt. Colonel; additional BHQ from same forma-

tion the same rank or one or two ranks lower
• FO: Typically a junior officer or senior NCO
• Platoon: Typically a junior officer or senior NCO

British Leaders

Fields Lance Corporal
Martin Lance Corporal
Bartlett Corporal
Green Corporal
McPhee Sergeant
Owen Sergeant
Turner Staff Sergeant
Riley Staff Sergeant
McIntosh Sergeant Major
Flynn Sergeant Major
Young 2nd Lieutenant 
Clarkson 2nd Lieutenant 
Foster Lieutenant
Campbell Lieutenant
Howard Captain
Murphy Captain
Donaldson Major
Hughes Major
Sherwood Lt. Colonel
Alexander Lt. Colonel

French 
• CHQ: Lieutenant or Captain; additional CHQ from same forma-

tion the same rank or one or two ranks lower
• BHQ: Major or Lt. Colonel; additional BHQ from same forma-

tion the same rank or one or two ranks lower
• FO: Typically a junior officer or senior NCO
• Platoon: 2nd Lieutenant or senior NCO

The color of French officer sleeve and cap rank insignia denoted 
service branch. The cavalry arms wore silver while the other arms 
wore gold. The Lt. Colonel rank was the exception where alternating 
silver and gold flashes were utilized.

French Leaders

Beauforte  Corporal Caporal
Lacombe Corporal Caporal
Martin Sr. Corporal Caporal-Chef
Bernard Sr. Corporal Caporal-Chef
Thomas Jr. Sergeant Sous-Sergent
Duval Jr. Sergeant Sous-Sergent
Roux Sergeant Sergent
Michel Sergeant Sergent
Moulin Sergeant Major Sergent-Chef
Jeanne Sergeant Major Sergent-Chef
Moreau 2nd Lieutenant Sous-Lieutenant
Carpentier 2nd Lieutenant Sous-Lieutenant
Hamon Lieutenant Lieutenant
Lefèvre Lieutenant Lieutenant
Lassigny Captain Capitaine
Tanguy Captain Capitaine
Dubois Major Commandant
Simon Major Commandant
Hébert Lt. Colonel Lieutenant-Colonel
Robert Lt. Colonel Lieutenant-Colonel

7.56 Hull and Turret Damage [new counter]
In the Basic and Advanced Games a Damaged Result 
affects both the target vehicle’s combat and movement. 
With this optional rule, a Damaged Result affects either 
the target vehicle’s Combat or Movement, not both.

If a damaged vehicle receives a second Damaged result, regard-
less of type, it is considered KO—Knocked-Out instead and those 
results apply.
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7.56.1 AP Fire
If a vehicle is damaged and was hit in the TF, TS, TR, or DK it 
is marked with a DMGD counter with Turret facing the vehicle’s 
front. It must apply all Shooter Damaged modifiers. Its movement 
is not affected by the damage. Turret Damaged vehicles’ TT Factor 
is reduced to 1 if not already a 1.
If a vehicle is damaged and was hit in HF, HS, or HR, it is marked 
with a DMGD counter with Hull facing the vehicle’s front. It has 
its remaining and future movement speed allowance reduced by ½ 
(round down). Its combat is unaffected by the damage. 
Vehicles sharing Move or Short Halt commands must maintain 
Command Range upon completion of their move. However, if one 
or more of those units suffer Hull Dmgd, thereby limiting move-
ment, all attempts must be made to maintain Command Range upon 
completion of their move. If this is not possible, there may be cases 
where the moving units may not be able to maintain Command Range.
In addition, the vehicle is subject to Bailing Out.
For tanks with hull mounted guns, e.g., F-4B Char B1-bis and S-33B 
M3 Lee, these weapons must apply all Shooter Damaged modifiers 
with Hull Damage; these hull mounted guns are unaffected by Tur-
ret damage.

7.56.2 GP Fire
If an Effective Result and the final modified result ends in 5, the 
vehicle suffers a Damage hit. The shooter rolls (10). If the result is 
equal to or less than 4, place a TURRET DMGD counter on or next 
it; otherwise place a HULL DMGD counter. In addition, the vehicle 
is subject to Bailing Out. 
If an unarmed vehicle is damaged, it suffers automatic Hull Damage. 

7.57 Tank Crew Size
Following their debut during the Great War, tank design went through 
a number of innovative stages. By the late 1930s, it was determined 
that crew effectiveness was not only governed by the physical posi-
tions within a tank, but also the by the distribution of duties, i.e., 
commander, gunner, loader, driver, and, possibly, other roles, e.g., 
hull machine gunner.
As such, a three-man crew was considered the minimum size for an 
effective distribution of duties. With one crew member acting as a 
driver, and the remaining two crew members assuming the roles of 
gunner, loader and commander. 
It goes without saying that a tank commander’s effectiveness was 
reduced by splitting time between roles like commander/loader or 
commander/gunner. That is why the most effective tanks had four or 
five man crews, where each crew member assumed only a single role. 
A number of early war tanks had two-man crews where the com-
mander also acted as the loader and gunner or in some rare cases, 
three-man crews where the commander still performed all three 
roles. This placed a huge demand on him and, understandably, had 
a negative impact on his situational awareness, thereby reducing his 
effectiveness in all three roles.
In those cases where one man had to perform all three roles, these 
tanks have a “CREW” notation listed on their Data Cards. This is 
found immediately below the vehicle’s Points in the upper right 
corner of their data card, e.g., F-1A R-35. 

Apply the following modifiers and effects:
• –1 Direct Fire AP modifier
• –5 GP Direct Fire modifier
• If also acting as a CHQ, –1 total available commands (minimum 

1). If more than one “Crew-Type” CHQ is available to the for-
mation, the modifier is still only –1.

• If also acting as a BHQ, reduce its Command Span to 10 hexes 
to its subordinate CHQs. If already less than 10 hexes, retain 
that Command Span.

• If also acting as a RHQ, reduce its Command Span to 15 hexes 
to its subordinate BHQs. If already less than 15 hexes, retain 
that Command Span.

Note that Morale, Called Artillery Response and Overrun Combats 
are not affected since the tank commander is considered to be fully 
focused on those actions at the time of execution.
In addition to the tanks included with this expansion, the following 
tank would also fall under this optional rule:

• Soviet S-1A T-70 M42
Note that the design of this optional rule excludes those vehicles 
armed only with machineguns (MMGs), e.g., German G-35A PzKpfw 
1B, and those armed with guns and heavy machineguns (HMGs) fed 
by multi-round magazines, e.g., F-5B2 AMR-35(H).

7.58 Counters
Included in this expansion are a two new reference counters to aid 
in play.

7.58.1 Spot Small Arms
Includes dedicated SPOT counters for marking Small 
Arms (see 6.1.3). If the target unit fired a weapon clas-
sified as Small Arms (see 5.7 Small Arms), it is marked 
with a Spot/Fire SA counter.

7.58.2 VP Reference
Includes VP Reference counters, in four colors, to mark 
specific Victory Point hexes or to use as a reminder as 
to the location of critical hexes.

7.59 Terrain
Included in this expansion are two new terrain types: Brush and 
Crops.

7.59.1 Brush
Brush terrain, e.g., 24J2, is treated as 
Light Cover for Spotting purposes but 
is considered None when determining 
the GP Defense Factor. Height is 0. Hull 
Down 01-10.
The movement cost is 1 for all Modes 
of Traction, i.e., L, T, H or W.

7.59.2 Crops
Crops terrain, e.g., 24D2, is treated as 
Medium Cover for Spotting purposes 
but is considered None when determin-
ing the GP Defense Factor. Height is 0. 
Hull Down 01-10.
The movement cost is 1 for all Modes 
of Traction, i.e., L, T, H or W.
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10.0 SOLITAIRE RULES
10.1 Introduction
Most wargamers enjoy playing their favorite games solitaire. Playing 
solitaire not only lets players enjoy the game, but also allows them 
to learn and master the rules and practice new tactics. Nevertheless, 
playing a two-player game solitaire has its own shortcomings: the 
player always knows where “enemy” units are and, most importantly, 
what they are going to do, which somewhat limits the enjoyment of 
solitaire gameplay.
The Panzer Solitaire Rules are intended to offer the solo Panzer 
player a guideline to enjoy the game, fixing the two aforementioned 
problems of solitaire play: enemy unit placement and enemy inten-
tions. The Panzer Solitaire Rules use the Hidden Unit rules to manage 
the player’s knowledge about the exact location of the enemy units. 
The player only knows the most probable locations of the enemy, 
and only when an enemy unit actually appears on the map does the 
player know the exact number and type of those enemy units. In 
addition, several tables handle the behavior of the enemy, determin-
ing their commands and their actions, all without compromising the 
standard Panzer rules.
These rules take precedence over the standard Panzer rules when play-
ing a solitaire scenario. Although these rules are detailed, sometimes 
players face cases and situations not covered by these rules. In those 
cases, players must use common sense and perform enemy actions 
the best they can. In this sense, it is important to be fair if players 
want to enjoy a rewarding solo game experience.
These rules are designed to be used with specifically designed solitaire 
scenarios, which are carefully crafted to offer a balanced game, yet 
challenging and unpredictable game in nature.

10.2 Preparation for Play
Select one of the available solitaire scenarios. Review the scenario 
information and position the mapboards based on the Map section.
Carefully read all the scenario’s sections, as they differ slightly from 
those of the standard scenarios.
The Special Conditions section provides information about the enemy 
units’ special behavior and any other special solitaire information, 
e.g., consideration of friendly units as VP hexes.
The Setup Section of the scenario provides information about where 
enemy Hidden Units are placed. 

If the number of enemy Hidden Units is greater than the number of 
Hidden Unit counters available, use any other counters, e.g., Control 
or VP Reference counters, to represent them.
The Victory Conditions section provides information about variable 
scenario length.
The Opposing Forces section provides information about enemy 
units and their chance of appearing, the enemy activation modifier 
and the enemy Formations’ attitude.

10.3 General procedures & rules
The following rules and definitions are used in these solitaire rules 
extensively, so read them carefully.

10.3.1 Sides
In solitaire Panzer scenarios, the player takes command of the friendly 
forces, while the enemy forces are played by the solitaire system.

10.3.2 Maximum Firing Range
Depending on grade, enemy Hidden Units (only) have a range limit, 
beyond which they cannot fire. Activated units can fire at any range.
If a Hidden Unit is Green or Regulars grade, its Maximum Firing 
Range is Short Range (S). If a Hidden Unit is Seasoned grade, its 
Maximum Firing Range is Medium Range (M). If a Hidden Unit is 
Veteran grade, its Maximum Firing Range is Long Range (L). If a 
Hidden Unit is Elite grade, is Maximum Firing Range is Extreme 
Range (E).
Maximum Firing Range can be modified by the Special Conditions 
of the scenario.

The introduction of this new concept was identified during the 
playtest process. Enemy Hidden Units fired at friendly units at 
the moment they spotted them. This meant that enemy units began 
firing at Long range or further, a situation worsened in open ter-
rain maps. This caused them to constantly miss their shots, more 
so when enemy units were of low grade. The consequence was 
that enemy Hidden Units became spotted early on and had to roll 
for activation, making it very easy for players to discover which 
ones were actual units and which were fakes, all without almost 
any danger for the friendly units. By limiting when enemy Hidden 
Units begin firing gives them a better opportunity of hitting friendly 
units and makes players deal with a more dangerous enemy, which 
in turn force players to use terrain and recon units to reveal enemy 
Hidden Units. In addition, this rule makes some historical sense, 
as low-grade units tended to fight much closer than better trained 
units, which were able to fight at longer ranges, as they often did 
whenever possible.

10.3.3 Units
The following unit definitions are used in the solitaire Panzer rules.

10.3.3.1 Enemy Hidden Units
The solitaire Panzer rules extensively use the optional hidden unit 
rules of the standard Panzer rules. Please, review section 7.2 Hidden 
Units before continuing.
Enemy Hidden Units represent possible locations of enemy units. 
Each enemy Hidden Unit receives orders and performs actions ac-
cording to its Formation attitude as if it was the Enemy Main Unit 
of that Formation. Once certain circumstances occur, normally being 
within spotting range of friendly units or triggered by the scenario’s 
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conditions, enemy Hidden Units may activate and generate actual 
enemy units.
Enemy units always begin the game hidden, unless specified in the 
scenario information. The number of enemy Hidden Unit counters 
and their placement are detailed in the Setup section of the scenario.
Enemy units activated during a game cannot become hidden again. 
Section 7.2.3 is not in use in solitaire Panzer.

10.3.3.2 Enemy Main Unit
An Enemy Main Unit is identified for each enemy Formation. Con-
sider each enemy Hidden Unit of the formation as the Enemy Main 
Unit for that Formation for all purposes, e.g., spotting, firing or 
moving, until activated. When an enemy Hidden Unit successfully 
activates and generates one or more units, treat each generated unit 
as the actual unit or units generated.

The Enemy Main Unit represents the most probable (or sometimes 
the most dangerous) enemy unit type a friendly formation may 
encounter during a battle. In many accounts during WW2, many 
German units were reported as Tiger tanks or 88s until positively 
identified. In the same way, if the most numerous unit during a 
fight was of a certain type, it was normal to report each enemy 
unit as of that kind until actually identified.

The Situation
A French enemy Hidden Unit is located in a Heavy Woods hex. 
The Enemy Main Unit for the French formation is the French 
Rifle Squad. A German friendly PzKpfw IIC attempts to spot the 
French Hidden Unit. As the enemy Main Unit is the Rifle Squad, 
the spotting range is 10 for S type, with a -3 modifier for being in 
Heavy Cover, so the spotting range of the French Hidden Unit is 
1. The German PzKpfw IIC cannot spot the French Hidden Unit, 
which remains hidden.

10.3.3.3 Most Dangerous Friendly Unit
Consider the Most Dangerous Friendly Unit for an enemy unit the 
friendly combat unit within spotting range able to fire at that enemy 
unit (either by using a FIRE or OW command), having the greatest 
chance of an elimination or knock out or, if elimination or knock out is 
impossible, the suppression of that enemy unit during the current turn.
For firing purposes, consider only friendly units inside the enemy’s 
Field-of-Fire if using a FIRE command.
If the enemy unit is hidden, consider only friendly units within Maxi-
mum Firing Range (see 10.3.2) for determining the Most Dangerous 
Friendly Unit.
If the friendly unit uses AP fire, the Most Dangerous Friendly Unit is 
the unit with the highest probability of hitting the enemy unit with an 
ammo type that can penetrate the enemy unit’s armor. Always check 
AP fire first when calculating the Most Dangerous Friendly Unit 
against an enemy vehicle. If penetration is impossible, check GP fire.
If the friendly unit uses GP fire, the Most Dangerous Friendly Unit is 
the friendly combat unit with the lowest N effect number when using 
the GP Combat Result Table against the enemy unit.
In those cases where several friendly units meet the same criteria, 
consider the Most Dangerous Friendly Unit being the Nearest 
Friendly Unit (see 10.3.3.5).
In those cases where the enemy unit is a vehicle, friendly units using 
AP fire take precedence over friendly units using GP fire, regardless 
of range.
Unit status is considered when calculating the Most Dangerous 
Friendly Unit, e.g., suppressed, moving, damaged, etc.
In those cases where two or more units coincide in all the above 
criteria, choose the Most Dangerous Friendly Unit randomly. 
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The Situation
Three enemy French Rifle Squads, Regulars grade, with no at-
tached weapons, are surrounded by four friendly German units: 
one suppressed PzKpfw IIIF at two hexes, an HMG Section at 
two hexes marked with a SPOT/MOVE counter, a PaK36 ATG at 
three hexes, and a PaK36 ATG at four hexes, all Seasoned grade. 
All units have FIRE commands, except the PzKpfw IIIF, which 
has a N/C command.
The Stream is impassable except at the Ford hex.
It is the Direct Fire Combat Step of the current turn and the first 
enemy French Rifle Squad fires.
The enemy French Rifle Squad rolls (100) on the Fire Action Table. 
A 27 is rolled. The target for the enemy French Rifle Squad is the 
Most Dangerous Friendly Unit.
As the enemy unit is a Leg unit with no attached weapons, GP fire 
is considered for determining the Most Dangerous Friendly Unit.
Maximum Firing Range is not considered, as all enemy units 
are activated.

The German PaK 36 ATG at 3 hexes is within spotting range of 
the French Rifle Squad, so it is considered for determining the 
Most Dangerous Friendly Unit. For the German PaK 36 ATG, the 
French Rifle Squad is at Point Blank (P) range when using GP fire.
Attacker GP factor of 3.
Defender GP Defense factor of 6S (Medium Cover).
From the GP Combat Results Table: N65S92.
The German PaK 36 ATG at 4 hexes is within spotting range of 
the French Rifle Squad, so it is considered for determining the 
Most Dangerous Friendly Unit. For the German PaK 36 ATG, 
the French Rifle Squad is at Short (S) range when using GP fire.
Attacker GP factor of 3.
Defender GP Defense factor of 6S (Medium Cover).
From the GP Combat Results Table: N65S92.

The suppressed PzKpfw IIIF is at a range of 2 hexes from the 
French Rifle Squad and is considered for determining the Most 
Dangerous Friendly Unit. For the PzKpfw IIIF, the French Rifle 
Squad is at Point Blank (P) range when using GP fire.
Attacker GP factor of 3.
Defender GP Defense factor of 6S (Medium Cover)
From the GP Combat Results Table: N65S92.
Modifiers: Shooter Suppressed -20, Coax MG +10, for a total of 
-10 net modifier.
These three German units all have the same N effect number when 
using the GP Combat Result Table against the French Rifle Squad, 
but the PzKpfw IIIF has a -10 modifier. Of the two PaK 36 ATGs, 
the one at 3 hexes is the Nearest Friendly Unit. Of these three 
German units, the PaK 36 ATG at 3 hexes would qualify as the 
Most Dangerous Friendly Unit. Nevertheless, we have another 
German friendly unit.
The German HMG Section is at a range of 2 hexes from the French 
Rifle Squad and is considered for determining the Most Dangerous 
Friendly Unit. For the German HMG Section, the French Rifle 
Squad is at Point Blank (P) range.
Attacker GP factor of 12.
Defender GP Defense factor of 6S (Medium Cover).
From the GP Combat Results Table: N26S65.
As the German HMG Section has the lowest N effect number 
when using the GP Combat Effect Table, it is considered the Most 
Dangerous Friendly Unit for the French Rifle Squad.

10.3.3.4 Weakest Friendly Unit
Consider the Weakest Friendly Unit for an enemy unit the friendly 
unit (combat or non-combat) within spotting range that is the 
easiest to eliminate or knockout or, if elimination or knockout is 
impossible, to suppress by that enemy unit. The Weakest Friendly 
Unit must be inside the enemy unit’s Field-of-Fire if using Direct 
Fire with a FIRE command.
If the enemy unit is hidden, consider only friendly units within 
Maximum Firing Range (see 10.3.2) for determining the Weakest 
Friendly Unit.
If the enemy unit uses AP fire, the Weakest Friendly Unit is the 
friendly unit with the highest probability of being hit by that enemy 
unit with an ammo type that can penetrate the friendly unit’s armor. 
Consider special ammo types.
If the enemy unit uses GP fire, the Weakest Friendly Unit is the 
friendly unit with the lowest N effect number when using the GP 
Combat Result Table against it.
In those cases where several friendly units meet the same criteria, 
consider the Weakest Friendly Unit the Nearest Friendly Unit (see 
10.3.3.5). A Suppressed/Broken/Hesitating (in this order) friendly 
unit is always considered weaker than a Non-suppressed/Non-
Broken/Non-Hesitating unit that meets the same criteria.
In those cases where the friendly unit is a vehicle, AP fire takes 
precedence over GP fire.
Unit status is considered when calculating the Weakest Friendly 
Unit, e.g., suppressed, moving, damaged, etc.
In those cases where two or more units coincide in all the above 
criteria, choose the Weakest Friendly Unit randomly. 
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Continuing with the previous example, the second enemy French 
Rifle Squad rolls a 96 on the Fire Action Table. The target for the 
second enemy French.
Rifle Squad is the Weakest Friendly Unit. Since the French Rifle 
Squad does not have any attached weapon, only GP fire is con-
sidered.
The German PaK36 ATG at 3 hexes is at Short range (S) from 
the French Rifle Squad.
Attacker GP factor of 6.
Defender GP Defense factor of 1S (None Cover).
From the GP Combat Results Table: N30S60.
The German PaK36 ATG at 4 hexes is at Medium range (M) from 
the French Rifle Squad.
Attacker GP factor of 5.
Defender GP Defense factor of 1S (None Cover).
From the GP Combat Results Table: N34S63.
Modifiers: Shooter Regulars grade firing GP at M range: -5.
The suppressed PzKpfw IIIF is at Point Blank range (P) from the 
French Rifle Squad.
Attacker GP factor of 8.
Defender GP Defense factor of 2A.
From the GP Combat Results Table: N27S59.
Modifiers: Target A-Type vehicle -20, target vehicle in Medium 
Cover -10.
Since the GP Range Factor is Point Blank (P), the GP Effective-
ness of the French Rifle Squad is Small Arms, and the target is 
an A-Type vehicle, only a Suppressed result may be obtained.
The German HMG Section is at Point Blank range (P) from the 
French Rifle Squad.
Attacker GP factor of 8.
Defender GP Defense factor of 8S (Heavy Cover).
From the GP Combat Results Table: N54S86.
The German PaK36 ATG at 3 hexes is considered the Weakest 
Friendly Unit for the French Rifle Squad.

10.3.3.5 Nearest Friendly Unit
For firing purposes, consider the Nearest Friendly Unit for an en-
emy unit the friendly combat unit within spotting range (and inside 
its Field-of-Fire in the case of Direct Fire with a FIRE command) 
closest in hexes to that enemy unit. When two friendly units are 
at the same range in hexes, consider the Nearest Friendly Unit the 
friendly unit that can be reached by the enemy unit by using the 
least number of MPs in the least number of turns.
For movement purposes, consider the Nearest Friendly Unit for 
an enemy unit the friendly combat unit within spotting range that 
can be reached by the enemy unit by using the least number of 
MPs in the least number of turns.
In those cases where two or more units coincide in all the above 
criteria, choose the Nearest Friendly Unit randomly.

During the course of a battle, commanders had to face numerous 
decisions in a matter of seconds. The distinction between Most 
Dangerous, Weakest and Nearest Friendly Unit represents the 
assessment on battlefield conditions by the solitaire system’s unit 
commanders.

Continuing with the example, the third enemy French Rifle Squad 
rolls a 55 on the Fire Action Table. The target for the third enemy 
French Rifle Squad is the Nearest Friendly Unit.
There are two German units at 2 hexes from the French Rifle 
Squad, the HMG Section and the suppressed PzKpfw IIIF. The two 
German PaK36 ATGs are at 3 and 4 hexes, respectively, from the 
French Rifle Squad, so they are not considered for determining 
the Nearest Friendly Unit.
As the HMG Section and the PzKpfw IIIF are both at 2 hexes, 
and the Stream is impassable, the HMG Section is the Nearest 
Friendly Unit, as it can be reached by the French Rifle Squad 
using the least number of MPs.

10.3.4 Enemy Formations
As in standard Panzer scenarios, the enemy Force can deploy one 
or more Formations. If two or more Formations are shown in the 
Opposing Forces section of the scenario, each Formation should 
use different colored hidden counters for differentiation.
Each enemy Formation may have different unit activation modifier 
numbers, different Enemy Main Units, and different Attitudes.

10.3.5 Grade
As in standard Panzer scenarios, each side has a Force, Formation 
and unit Grade for the forces deployed.

10.3.5.1 Enemy Force Grade
Enemy Force Grade is used for determining the Initiative Rating 
(see 10.4.3.1) of the enemy Force. Each grade has an Initiative Rat-
ing used for determining the initiative for the scenario, although this 
rating can be modified by the Special Conditions of the scenario.

10.3.5.2 Enemy Formation Grade
Enemy Formation Grade is used for determining the Numeric 
Cohesion Point (CP) in those cases where the Numeric CP is not 
specified in the scenario.

10.3.5.3 Enemy Unit Grade
In addition to the normal use of unit Grade Modifiers, unit Grade 
is used to determine the Maximum Firing Range (see 10.3.2) of 
enemy Hidden Units and to determine if an enemy unit initiates a 
Close Assault / Hand-to-Hand / Overrun combat.

10.3.6 Hexes
Enemy units use hexes to determine their movement. In most 
cases, hexes are actual hexes of the map, but in some cases, e.g., 
in Delaying Actions, friendly units are considered as hexes for 
determining movement. Whenever units are considered as hexes, 
it is stated in the Special Conditions of the scenario.

10.3.6.1 Nearest VP Hex
Consider the Nearest VP hex the VP hex that is closest in range to 
the enemy unit in hexes. If two VP hexes are at the same range, 
the Nearest VP hex is the hex that can be reached using the least 
number of MPs in the least number of turns. If two VP hexes are 
at the same range and both can be reached using the same number 
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of MPs, the Nearest VP hex is the hex that provides the highest 
VP value.
In those cases where the Nearest VP hex is occupied by 3 or more 
enemy Leg units (and any number of other enemy unit types) 
or 2 or more combat vehicle/dismounted towed units (and any 
number of other unit types), consider the Nearest VP hex the next 
Nearest VP hex.
In those cases where several VP hexes meet the same criteria, 
consider the Nearest VP hex randomly.
When the scenario Special Conditions state that friendly units 
are considered as hexes for determining movement, consider the 
Nearest VP hex to be the Nearest Friendly Unit to the enemy unit 
(see 10.3.3.5).

10.3.6.2 Highest Value VP Hex
Consider the Highest Value VP hex the VP hex that provides the 
highest VP value. If an objective is made up of just one hex, the 
VP hex value is the VP value of the objective. In those cases where 
an objective is made up of several hexes, determine the VP value 
of each of the objective hexes by dividing the total VPs awarded 
for controlling the objective by the number of hexes needed for 
controlling it.

In Scenario 35, 100 VPs are awarded to the force that controls 
Icest. To control Icest, a force must occupy or be the last to occupy 
at least 5 of the 7 Building hexes (or remaining Rubble hexes) 
for a full turn.
The VP value for determining the Highest Value VP hex of each 
of the 7 building hexes of Icest is 20 VPs.

In those cases where several VP hexes provide the same number 
of VPs, consider the Highest Value VP hex the Nearest VP hex 
(10.3.6.1).
When the scenario’s Special Conditions state that units are con-
sidered as hexes for determining movement, consider the Highest 
Value VP hex the friendly combat unit that is within spotting range 
of the enemy unit with the highest point value. In this case, the 
friendly combat unit does not need to be within Maximum Firing 
Range, even for enemy Hidden Units, when considering the High-
est Value VP hex. If no friendly combat units are within spotting 
range, consider the Highest Value VP hex the Nearest Friendly 
Unit (10.3.3.5).
In those cases where the Highest Value VP hex is occupied by 3 
or more enemy Leg units (and any number of other enemy unit 
types) or 2 or more enemy combat vehicle/dismounted towed units 
(and any number of other unit types), consider the Highest Value 
VP hex the next Highest Value VP hex.
In those cases where several VP hexes meet the same criteria, 
determine the Highest Value VP hex randomly.

10.3.6.3 Greatest Cover Hex
Consider the Greatest Cover hex the hex that provides the greatest 
defensive cover. In those cases where several hexes provide the same 
defensive cover, consider the Greatest Cover hex the hex that pro-
vides the greatest spotting cover, e.g., Clear terrain (None defensive 
cover, None spotting cover) and Brush terrain (None defensive cover, 
Light spotting cover). In the case that two hexes provide the same 
defensive cover, but one of them is higher, consider the highest hex 
as the Greatest Cover hex.

When the Move Action Table directs a unit to move towards the 
Greatest Cover hex, it means the greatest cover hex that can be 
reached in the current turn in the General Direction (see 10.3.7.1) of 
the Nearest VP hex using the designated route. The original hex the 
enemy unit occupies is not considered when determining the Greatest 
Cover Hex, i.e., the Greatest Cover Hex can be a hex that provides a 
lower cover than the original hex the enemy unit occupies.
Vehicles do not enter the actual buildings located in a Building hex 
unless specified by the scenario’s Special Conditions. They may enter 
Building hexes occupying Alley type terrain (see 10.4.6.7).
The Greatest Cover hex is always a hex, not a unit.

10.3.7 Routes
When an enemy unit moves towards a hex, it can take several routes 
to reach that hex. Routes are used to define how a unit moves towards 
an objective. 

10.3.7.1 General Direction
When defining the General Direction towards an objective, trace a 
straight line between the unit and the objective hex. The General 
Direction towards an objective hex follows the hex or hexes adjacent 
to the enemy unit, while touching or adjacent to the hex that touches 
the line between the unit and the objective hex.

The General Direction towards an objective is calculated on a hex 
by hex basis.

10.3.7.2 Route Tracing
A route is normally traced in the General Direction of the objec-
tive, following the instructions of the specific route. In those cases 
where the route cannot be traced following the General Direction 
to the objective, an indirect route can be traced. This indirect route 
still needs to follow the specified route as close as possible to the 
instructions of that route.
In those cases where several legal routes can be traced, the enemy 
unit uses the one that uses the least number of MPs.
When a route directs an enemy unit to use a track, path or road, and 
by using that track, path or road it is moving towards the objective 
faster, even if the path or road deviates from the General Direction 
of the objective, move the enemy unit along that track, path or road 
(see 10.3.7.2.2).
Enemy units normally move until reaching the objective hex, until 
running out of MPs or until no further movement is possible, un-
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less directed by the route to stop before running out of MPs (see 
10.3.7.2.1).
Unless already in a VP hex, units directed to move must always move 
at least one hex (see 10.4.6.11).
Enemy units cannot move backwards to a hex that was already oc-
cupied by the moving unit during the current turn.

10.3.7.2.1 Safest Route
Consider the Safest Route the route traced in the General Direction 
of the objective, while using hexes out of spotting range of friendly 
units. In those cases where the route cannot be traced by using hexes 
out of spotting range of friendly units, it uses the Greatest Cover 
hexes in the General Direction of the objective.
When an enemy unit begins its movement in the General Direction 
of the objective using the Safest Route, the original terrain type the 
enemy unit occupied is not considered.

A Leg unit occupying a Heavy Woods hex (Heavy Cover) is 
directed to move towards the Nearest VP Hex using the Safest 
Route. There are no hexes out of spotting range of friendly units 
in the General Direction of the objective, so the Leg unit begins its 
movement and moves towards the next Greatest Cover Hex from 
its original hex. The Leg unit moves towards the Greatest Cover 
hex in the General Direction of the Nearest VP Hex regardless 
of the terrain type it occupied at the beginning of the movement 
(Heavy Woods in this case), even if the first hex entered is of a 
lower cover than the original hex.

In those cases where an enemy unit would end its movement in 
spotting range of a friendly unit and the previous hex occupied by 
the enemy unit was out of spotting range of any friendly units or 
with a greatest cover than the final hex, the enemy unit stops in that 
previous hex.

10.3.7.2.2 Fastest Route
Consider the Fastest Route the route traced in the General Direction 
of the objective, while using hexes with the lowest movement cost.
The use of roads, paths and tracks (in this order) takes precedence 
over other terrain types when tracing the Fastest Route.
In those cases where an enemy unit is on a track, path or road and 
that track, path or road (or any combination of them thereafter) leads 
towards the objective, and two or more turns are needed to reach the 
objective, the enemy unit uses that track, path or road (at the path or 
road movement rate when applicable) if by using it the enemy unit 
can reach the objective faster than by using the Fastest Route traced 
on a hex by hex basis, even if at some point that track, path or road 
is not in the General Direction towards the objective.
If at any moment during movement an enemy unit can use a track, 
path or road, even if not at the path or road movement rate, and by 
using that track, path or road it can get closer to the objective hex 
than by tracing the Fastest Route on a hex by hex basis, the enemy 
unit uses the track, path or road, even if at some point that track, 
path or road is not in the General Direction towards the objective.

Although enemy units normally use routes that go along the Gen-
eral Direction towards their intended objectives, sometimes the 
use of a track, path or road can make an enemy unit to reach its 
objective faster than going directly towards it, more so if looking 
several turns in advance.

10.3.7.2.3 Direct Route
Consider the Direct Route the route traced towards the objective that 
uses the hexes that touch the line traced between the enemy unit and 
the objective hex.
In those cases where the line traced between the enemy unit and the 
objective hex touches two hexes, the enemy unit uses the hex eligible 
for the Fastest Route.
If at any time during movement a moving enemy unit using a Direct 
Route reaches a prohibited hex, it uses the Fastest Route until a new 
Direct Route can be traced.

10.3.8 Enemy Attitude
Attitude determines how an enemy Formation behaves on the battle-
field in a solitaire scenario. Depending on the scenario, each enemy 
Formation can have one of the six Attitudes available, three attack 
and three defend Attitudes. An Attitude may change during the course 
of a scenario if specified in the Special Conditions and when certain 
circumstances occur.

Although Attitude change is not present in the solitaire scenarios 
in Panzer Expansion #4, it is something included in future solitaire 
scenarios.

10.3.8.1 Attack Attitudes
Attack Attitudes are characterized by using movement over fire in 
order to capture objectives or destroy friendly units. There are three 
Attack Attitudes: Cautious, Offensive and Reckless.
When a formation has an Attack Attitude, use the Attack Command 
Table when determining enemy commands.

10.3.8.1.1 Cautious Attitude
Cautious Attitude represents a careful advancing enemy force. Enemy 
units with cautious attitude apply the following modifiers:

• Attack Command Table: +10
• Fire Action Table: –10
• Move Action Table: –10
• Route Table: –1

10.3.8.1.2 Offensive Attitude
Offensive Attitude represents an attacking enemy force determined 
to take its objectives using movement and terrain and attacking when 
necessary. Enemy units with Offensive Attitude apply the following 
modifiers:

• Attack Command Table: 0
• Fire Action Table: 0
• Move Action Table: 0
• Route Table: 0

10.3.8.1.3 Reckless Attitude
Reckless Attitude represents a fanatical enemy force that prioritizes 
destroying enemy units over capturing terrain objectives. Enemy units 
with Reckless Attitude apply the following modifiers: 

• Attack Command Table: –10
• Fire Action Table: +5
• Move Action Table: +10
• Route Table: +2
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10.3.8.2 Defend Attitudes
Defend Attitudes are characterized by using fire over movement to 
defend objectives and destroy attacking friendly units. There are three 
Defend Attitudes: Static, Defensive and Flexible.
When a formation has any Defend Attitude, use the Defend Command 
Table when determining enemy commands.

10.3.8.2.1 Static Attitude
Static Attitude represents an entrenched defending enemy force de-
termined to hold ground at all costs. Enemy units with Static Attitude 
apply the following modifiers:

• Defend Command Table: +20
• Fire Action Table: –10
• Move Action Table: –15
• Route Table: –2

10.3.8.2.2 Defensive Attitude
Defensive Attitude represents a defending enemy force that holds 
ground using fire and movement to get better firing positions against 
attacking friendly units. Enemy units with Defensive Attitude apply 
the following modifiers:

• Defend Command Table: +10
• Fire Action Table: –5
• Move Action Table: –5
• Route Table: –1

10.3.8.2.3 Flexible Attitude
Flexible Attitude represents a defending enemy force that uses 
movement to defend several objectives against a highly mobile at-
tacking friendly force. Enemy units with Flexible Attitude apply the 
following modifiers:

• Defend Command Table: 0
• Fire Action Table: 0
• Move Action Table: 0
• Route Table: 0

Attitude portrays the behavior of enemy units by assigning 
commands using the Command Table. As stated in 10.3.8.1 and 
10.3.8.2, Attack Attitudes use MOVE or SHORT-HALT commands 
more often than FIRE commands, whereas Defend Attitudes use 
FIRE commands more often than MOVE commands. In addition, 
Defend Attitudes do not use the SHORT-HALT command. There-
fore, using two different Command Tables, one for the Attack and 
one for the Defend Attitudes, was necessary. In addition, Attitude 
also intervenes in how enemy units fire and move by modifying 
the roll on the respective tables.

10.3.9 Enemy Activation
Enemy units begin a scenario hidden. While hidden, they behave as 
the Enemy Main Unit of their Formation. Once certain circumstances 
occur, normally being within spotting range of friendly units or 
directed by the scenario’s Special Conditions, enemy Hidden Units 
roll for activation.
An activated enemy unit is an enemy unit successfully activated on 
the Activation Table that has generated one or more actual units, 
i.e., it is not a fake.

10.3.9.1 Checking Activation
When an enemy Hidden Unit is within spotting range of a friendly 
unit or when stated by the scenario’s Special Conditions, roll (100) 
on the Activation Table. Depending on the scenario, a modifier may 
apply when rolling on the Activation Table. Modifiers, if any, are 
determined in the Opposing Forces section for each enemy formation 
or by the Special Conditions of the scenario.
Roll (100) on the Activation Table and apply any modifiers. Check 
the net result on the Activation Table. If the result is a Fake, the en-
emy Hidden Unit was a fake, even if it fired previously during the 
scenario, and is removed from play. If the result is Activated, check 
the number of units activated on the Number of Activated Units 
Table (see 10.3.9.4).
If several enemy Hidden Units are eligible for activation, activate 
those enemy Hidden Units from nearest to furthest from the nearest 
spotting friendly unit, applying the criteria of 10.3.3.5.
In those cases where several enemy Hidden units meet the same 
criteria, activate enemy Hidden Units randomly.

10.3.9.2 VP Hex Activation
An enemy Hidden Unit always applies a –10 DRM when checking 
for activation if occupying a VP hex, in addition to other modifiers.

10.3.9.3 Activation vs. Action
There are cases where a friendly action can trigger both an enemy 
Hidden Unit action and an Activation check, e.g., a friendly unit 
moves into spotting range of an enemy Hidden Unit and triggers an 
OW fire action from that same enemy unit. In those cases, resolve 
the action first and the activation check second.
In those cases where the friendly unit that triggered an enemy action 
is eliminated, and no other friendly units are within spotting range of 
the enemy Hidden Unit capable of triggering an Activation check, 
the enemy unit remains hidden, i.e., the enemy unit does not roll on 
the Activation Table.

An enemy Hidden Unit that fired and then turns out to be a fake? 
Obviously, a solitaire system cannot play as a human player, so 
something had to be done to compensate for this. The first approach 
was to provide an excess of units for the solitaire system, but it 
was preferred to maintain a base number of possible enemy units 
of roughly the corresponding to a standard scenario (obviously, 
this is based on average rolls, so depending on luck a higher or 
lower number of enemy units may appear). So, with this design 
premise in mind, another tool had to be devised to improve the 
solitaire system’s combat ability. This rule fulfills that purpose. 
Players may assume that the friendly unit that received fire just 
misjudged the location of the enemy fire, or that the enemy unit 
fell back after firing.

10.3.9.4 Number of Activated Units
If an Activated result was rolled on the Activation Table, roll (100) 
on the Number Activated of Units Table. Cross reference the result 
with the number of units activated. Determine the type of unit or 
units activated (see 10.3.9.5). 
Some scenarios may include a DRM when determining the number 
of units activated.
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10.3.9.5 Type of Activated Units
Each enemy Formation represents the possible enemy units that 
Formation may generate. Each possible enemy unit has a point value/
alternative point value underneath and, instead of a specific quantity 
as in a standard scenario, a numerical range.
When determining the type of unit(s) activated, roll (100) and refer-
ence the corresponding Formation. If the roll falls within a unit’s 
range, that enemy unit is activated. Repeat the process for each 
activated unit.
Some scenarios may include a DRM when determining the type of 
activated units.

10.3.9.6 Placing Activated Units
The first activated unit is always placed in its original hex. If two 
or more units are activated (10.3.9.4), roll (10) for determining the 
placement of each subsequent unit. If the result is 7-10, place the en-
emy activated unit in the hex the Hidden Unit counter was originally 
located. If the result is 1-6, place the enemy activated unit adjacent 
to the original hex where the Hidden Unit counter was located, ac-
cording to the directional hex of the map.

 
In those cases where an enemy unit is placed in a prohibited type 
terrain hex, e.g., a vehicle on a Heavy Woods hex, roll (10) again and 
apply the new result. Reroll until the unit can be successfully placed.
An enemy unit activated while moving maintains its facing towards 
the route described when entering the newly occupied hex. If using 
OR 7.8 Turrets, the turret faces the Most Dangerous Friendly Unit 
within spotting range (see 10.3.3.3). An enemy unit activated while 
stationary faces towards the Most Dangerous Friendly Unit within 
spotting range (see 10.3.3.3). If there are no friendly units within 
spotting range, an enemy unit activated while stationary faces towards 
the Nearest Friendly Unit (se 10.3.3.5).
Enemy units successfully activated retain the status of the enemy 
Hidden Unit counter, e.g., SPOT/FIRE, Suppressed, etc.

The Situation
It is the Movement Phase of the current turn. The friendly player 
is the German Rifle Squad and is the First Player. The Enemy 
Main Unit is a French Rifle Squad.
The friendly player has a Move command on his Rifle Squad. 
The enemy has an enemy Hidden Unit in hex G8 marked with a 
SPOT/FIRE counter placed during the previous Combat Phase. 
The friendly player moves his Rifle Squad to hex J10.

The German Rifle Squad is marked with a SPOT/MOVE marker. 
The enemy Hidden Unit is now within spotting range of the Ger-
man Rifle Squad. A roll is made on the Activation Table. The 
Activation modifier is 0 and a 30 is rolled. The enemy Hidden 
Unit is activated.
A second roll is made on the Number of Activated Units Table. A 
27 is rolled, so 2 units are successfully activated.
For this example, the enemy force has the following activation 
numbers:
CA25 SA-L 34 ATG: 1-16
Rifle Squad: 17-30
M60 35 Mortar Section: 31-46
HMG Section: 47-59
CA47 SA 37 ATG: 60-88
CA75 97/35 ATG: 89-00

For the first activation, a 29 is rolled. Checking the type of unit 
activated results in a Rifle Squad. As this is the first activated 
unit, the Rifle Squad is placed in the original hex the Hidden Unit 
counter occupied.
For the second activation, a 55 is rolled. This results in a HMG 
Section. The placement roll is a 6, so the unit is placed in hex F8. 
Since the enemy Hidden Unit was originally marked with a SPOT/
FIRE counter, both activated units retain that status and are 
marked with a SPOT/FIRE counter. 
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10.3.10 Stacking
Enemy Hidden Units never stack before activation. In those cases 
where two enemy Hidden Units end up being in the same hex after 
moving, move the last entering unit back to the hex it occupied 
before entering the stacked hex.
Activated enemy units stack normally, although they never over-
stack, even temporarily (see 5.13).
In those cases where overstacking occurs due to movement of an 
enemy unit directed by a Move Action, move that enemy unit back 
to the hex it occupied before entering the over stacked hex. The 
enemy unit stops its movement in that hex.
In those cases where overstacking occurs by enemy unit activation 
placement, reroll to place the enemy unit in an alternative hex. 
If there are no alternative hexes available for placement, no new 
enemy units are activated.

10.3.11 Turrets
If using OR 7.8 Turrets, enemy units turn their turrets towards the 
Most Dangerous Friendly Unit during the Adjustment Phase if in 
a track, path or road hex or with a Track hit (see 10.4.8).
When using Turrets, enemy vehicles normally position their turrets 
Open. When friendly Leg units are at Point Blank (P) range of the 
enemy vehicle, the enemy vehicle positions its turret Buttoned Up 
during the Adjustment Phase. An enemy vehicle with a turret posi-
tioned Buttoned Up with no friendly Leg units at P range positions 
its turret Open again during the Adjustment Phase.

10.4 Solitaire Game Sequence of Play
The Panzer solitaire game follows the same sequence of play as a 
standard Panzer game, albeit with some minor differences.

10.4.1 Spotting
Spotting is critical in a solitaire scenario, as in addition to the 
normal effects of spotting, e.g., ability to Direct Fire, to Close 
Assault, to Overrun, etc., in solitaire Panzer, enemy units always 
begin the scenario hidden and are treated as a specific type of unit, 
the Enemy Main Unit (see 10.3.3.2), instead of the actual unit or 
units that later may be activated.
During the Spotting Phase, all enemy Hidden Units of a Formation 
are treated as if they were the Enemy Main Unit of that formation. 
Apply all the applicable modifiers when attempting to spot an en-
emy Hidden Unit, including Cover, status of both the spotter and 
the enemy unit, and type of enemy size (V, L or S).

10.4.1.1 Full Cover and Hull Down
Unlike in a standard scenario, enemy units in solitaire Panzer gain 
Hull Down or Full Cover status not by using a Move command or 
during the Adjust Full Cover Step, but rather the status is gained 
automatically when using the Command Table (see 10.4.2.1).

10.4.1.2 Hasty Entrenchments
As with Hull Down positions, Hasty Entrenchments work a bit 
differently from the standard Panzer rules. Leg units construct 
entrenchments directed by the Command Table. They do not need 
to be in Full Cover.

10.4.1.3 Smoke
Smoke use, either Indirect Fire, Direct Fire, Smoke Dischargers 
or Infantry Smoke, is directed by a scenario’s Special Conditions.

10.4.2 Solitaire Game Command Phase
In solitaire Panzer the Command Phase changes slightly from the 
standard game. In this sense, the friendly player follows exactly 
the command rules (see 4.2 and 6.2 of the standard Panzer rules), 
but does so before placing any command on the enemy units.
After determining the number of available commands for each 
friendly Formation, the friendly player places commands on his 
units.
Once the friendly player has placed all the commands, enemy 
units, either hidden or activated, receive commands by rolling on 
the corresponding Command Table (either the Attack Command 
Table or the Defend Command Table, depending on the Formation’s 
Attitude, see 10.3.8.1 and 10.3.8.2), applying modifiers depending 
on its formation’s Attitude.
In some scenarios, enemy Hidden Units roll on the Command Table 
only if at certain range of the Nearest Friendly Unit or Friendly 
edge. Enemy Hidden Units out of that range receive a fixed OW 
command until rolling on the corresponding Command Table. 
Activated Enemy units always receive commands by rolling on the 
Command Table. Note that the Enemy rolls on the corresponding 
Command Table for each of the units, i.e., it does not determine 
available commands.

10.4.2.1 The Command Table
When rolling on the corresponding Command Table, cross refer-
ence the result, after applying modifiers, with the command/action 
of the Command Table and place the corresponding command, 
face up, on the enemy unit or perform the corresponding action 
determined by the Command Table.
Units that receive a FIRE command with no spotted friendly units 
or with spotted friendly units but out of Maximum Firing Range 
due to Grade (only enemy Hidden Units, see 10.3.2) change their 
FIRE command to an OW command.
Units that receive a SHORT-HALT command with no spotted 
friendly units or with spotted friendly units but out of Maximum 
Firing Range due to Grade (only enemy Hidden Units, see 10.3.2) 
change their SHORT-HALT command to an OW command. Note 
that the SHORT-HALT command is only present in the Attack 
Command Table.
Units in VP hexes that receive a MOVE command change their 
MOVE command to a FIRE command or, if there are no spotted 
friendly units or they are out of Maximum Firing Range (enemy 
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Hidden Units only), to an OW command, unless specified in the 
scenario’s Special Conditions (see 10.4.6.11).

SHORT-HALT commands are only present in the Attack Command 
Table. Why? SHORT-HALT commands caused problems with the 
solitaire system’s behavior in defensive scenarios. It just didn’t 
make sense, and there were too many command changes (from 
SHORT-HALT to FIRE), so a decision was made: include SHORT-
HALT commands only when the enemy’s Attitude was Attack.

Enemy Hidden Units with a FIRE or OW command are always 
considered to fire inside their Front Field-of-Fire (Rear Field-of-
Fire in the case of overscored limited Rear Field-of-Fire weapon, 
e.g., B-12A Archer).

10.4.2.1.1 Full Cover Action
A Leg/Towed unit that rolls an FC/HD (N/C) action on the Com-
mand Table gains Full Cover status immediately if in applicable 
terrain. Note that this differs from the standard rules and may result 
in a change of the spotting status of an enemy unit due to the newly 
acquired FC status. Otherwise, treat this result as a N/C command.
Leg/Towed units always move out of FC during the Adjust Full 
Cover Step. 

What happens if a spotted enemy unit gain Full Cover status and 
becomes “invisible”? The enemy unit has been quicker than you 
in assessing the battlefield conditions and now your friendly FIRE 
command that was aimed at that enemy unit is wasted. C’est la 
guerre.

10.4.2.1.2 Hull-Down Action
Vehicles that roll an FC/HD (N/C) action on the Command Table 
receive a MOVE command. Place the MOVE command on the 
vehicle and an HD counter.
During the Movement Phase, any enemy vehicle that rolled an FC/
HD (N/C) action marked with a MOVE command and a HD coun-
ter gains HD status and is marked with a SPOT/MOVE counter.
Those vehicles with the Limited notation in the notes section of 
their Data Cards gain partial Hull Down status instead of Hull 
Down.
Contrary to the standard rules, those vehicles that roll an FC/HD 
(N/C) action gain HD or partial HD status automatically during 
the Movement Phase, i.e., they do not search for the HD position.
In those cases where vehicles are located on non-HD terrain hex 
or already occupying a Hull Down or partial Hull Down position, 
consider the FC/HD (N/C) action as an N/C command.

10.4.2.1.3 Entrench
A Leg/Towed unit that rolls an Entrench (N/C) action result on 
the Command Table gains Full Cover status immediately if in 
applicable terrain and starts constructing a Hasty Entrenchment.
In those cases where the Leg/Towed unit is in a hex without a 
Hasty Entrench counter, place a Hasty Entrenchment–1 counter. 
In those cases where the Leg/Towed unit is in a hex with a Hasty 
Entrenchment 1-3 counter, the Leg/Towed unit continues with 
the construction of the Hasty Entrenchment. Unlike in standard 
scenarios, Hasty Entrenchment counters are adjusted immediately 
for the enemy, i.e., not in the Adjust Full Cover Step.

Leg/Towed units apply a +10 DRM, in addition to other modifi-
ers, when rolling on the Command Table if in a hex with a Hasty 
Entrenchment 1-3 counter.
Leg/Towed units that roll an Entrench (N/C) action result on the 
Command Table that are unable to construct a Hasty Entrenchment, 
i.e., the unit is Suppressed, mounted or unable to gain Full Cover 
status, treat this result as an N/C command.
Vehicles that roll an Entrench (N/C) action on the Command Table 
treat this result as an FC/HD (N/C) action.
Leg/Towed units that gain Full Cover status due to an Entrench 
(N/C) action move out of FC during the Adjust Full Cover Step.

Integrating the Full Cover, Hull Down and Hasty Entrenchment 
actions in the Command Table instead of treating these actions as 
stated in the standard rules enables enemy units to perform these 
actions in a much simpler way, without staying too far from the 
standard rules. 

10.4.2.1.4 N/C Command
Enemy units that are Suppressed/Broken/Hesitating at the begin-
ning of the Command Phase with no friendly units at P range 
automatically receive an N/C command. 
Enemy Suppressed/Broken/Hesitating units with friendly units at P 
range roll on the Command Table. If the result is a SHORT-HALT 
or FIRE command, the enemy Suppressed/Broken/Hesitating unit 
receives a FIRE command. Otherwise, treat the result as an N/C 
command.
Enemy Suppressed/Broken/Hesitating units always try to recover 
in the Adjustment Phase (see 10.4.7.2).
Enemy units with an N/C command may employ Defensive Fire 
(OR 7.50).

10.4.2.1.5 Towed and Mortar Units
Enemy Towed units and Leg units with attached crew-served mor-
tars with no minimum range adjacent to friendly units automatically 
receive a FIRE command.

10.4.2.1.6 Fire hexes
Enemy units that occupy a hex with an On Fire counter automati-
cally receive a MOVE command. In this case, enemy units may 
move out of VP hexes (10.4.6.11).

10.4.2.1.7 Fulfilment of Victory Conditions 
Enemy units, during the course of the game, receive some com-
mands that may seem not very smart or suitable to the player, for 
example, N/C commands when near a friendly unit. As enemy 
Formations are not subject to the normal rules of Available Com-
mands (6.2.1), i.e., each enemy unit receives a unique command, 
this compensates for this advantage. Nevertheless, when the game 
reaches the first turn where the game can end, enemy units do not 
receive commands that make the fulfilment of the Victory Condi-
tions impossible.
It is advisable to change the least number of commands and, once a 
command is given, to follow the instructions of the different tables.
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In a Delaying Action scenario, the enemy is the defensive player. 
The scenario has reached the first turn where the scenario can 
end. There are several friendly units with MOVE commands that 
are about to exit the map to fulfill their Victory Conditions. The 
enemy has several units in a perfect position to fire at the friendly 
units, so they can try to deny their victory, but when rolling on the 
Command Table they receive Move or FC/HD (N/C) commands. 
In this case, the player can change those commands that would 
make the enemy unable to achieve victory to an appropriate com-
mand. A FIRE command, in this case.

Panzer scenarios normally have Victory Conditions that require 
the control of terrain objectives, the destruction of units, the denial 
of units of exiting the map, or the exit of units from the map; but 
as the number of Panzer scenarios grow, players may find other 
type of Victory Conditions in future scenarios. It is at the player’s 
discretion if a command or action makes the enemy unable to 
achieve the Victory Conditions of the scenario and what is the best 
command or action to achieve it.

10.4.3 Solitaire Game Initiative Phase
In solitaire scenarios, enemy Initiative is determined differently 
from standard scenarios, i.e., comparing the Initiative roll of the 
friendly player with the Initiative Rating of the enemy force. 

10.4.3.1 Enemy Initiative Rating
In solitaire scenarios, the enemy force has an Initiative Rating 
based on the Force Grade. This rating is fixed, and no modifiers 
are applied to this number.

10.4.3.2 Determining Initiative
When determining the Initiative, the friendly player rolls (100), 
applying modifiers, and compares the net result with the enemy’s 
Initiative Rating. If the result is greater than the enemy’s Initiative 
Rating, the friendly player is the first player for the current turn. 
If the result is less than the enemy’s Initiative Rating, the enemy 
is the first player. Reroll all ties.
Staggered Initiative (OR 7.42) is not applicable in solitaire sce-
narios.

10.4.4 Solitaire Game 1st and 2nd Air Phase
Enemy aircraft and AA operations are handled by the Special 
Conditions of the scenario.

10.4.5 Solitaire Game Combat Phase
Once all commands are placed and the Initiative determined, com-
bat occurs. Due to the nature of solitaire gaming, some changes 
are made to the Combat Phase.

10.4.5.1 Indirect Fire Step
Indirect fire is handled by the Special Conditions of the scenario.

10.4.5.2 Direct Fire Step
10.4.5.2.1 Ammo Limits
The use of special ammo types subject to ammo limits is decided by 
the friendly player at the start of the scenario. If Ammo Limits are 
in effect, enemy units always try to use an ammo type not subject 
to Ammo Limits whenever possible, i.e., the friendly objective is 
in range and its armor at the hit angle is equal to or less than the 
armor penetration. If only an ammo subject to Ammo Limits can 

penetrate a friendly unit’s armor at the hit angle, then the enemy 
unit tries to use it normally.
Enemy Leg units with attached crew-served mortars, and all en-
emy Towed units, are not subject to basic Ammo Limits if placed 
on the mapboard without transport, even if they move from their 
original hex. In those cases where enemy Leg units with attached 
crew-served mortars or Towed units are activated with a transport, 
basic Ammo Limits apply as stated in 5.16.2.4.

10.4.5.2.2 Field-of-Fire
Enemy Hidden Units with a FIRE or OW command are always 
considered to fire inside their Front Field-of-Fire (Rear Field-of-
Fire in the case of overscored limited Rear Field-of-Fire weapon, 
e.g., B-12A Archer).
Activated enemy units with a FIRE command can only fire at ob-
jectives located inside their Field-of-Fire. If no friendly units are 
inside the enemy unit’s Field-of-Fire, change the FIRE command 
to an OW command.

10.4.5.2.3 OW Fire
Enemy units that roll a FIRE command on the Command Table 
during the Command Phase with no enemy units within spotting 
range, inside their Field-of-Fire and/or Maximum Firing Range 
(only Hidden Units, see 10.3.2) change their FIRE command to 
an OW command.
Enemy units with OW commands fire during the Direct Fire 
Combat step at newly spotted friendly units. If the enemy unit 
is hidden, it can OW fire only at friendly units within Maximum 
Firing Range. Enemy units firing during the Direct Fire Combat 
step use the Fire Action Table (see 10.4.5.2.5) to determine their 
target. If an enemy unit with an OW command cannot fire during 
the Direct Fire Combat step, the OW command is carried over to 
the Movement Phase.
Enemy units with OW commands during the Movement Phase fire 
at newly spotted targets. If the enemy unit is hidden, it can OW fire 
only at newly spotted friendly units within Maximum Firing Range 
or at newly spotted or already spotted targets outside its Maximum 
Firing Range that get into Maximum Firing Range. Enemy units 
firing during the Movement Phase fire as friendly units trigger OW 
fire, unless they Hold-Fire (see 10.4.5.2.4).
If a single friendly unit triggers OW fire from several enemy units, 
enemy units fire from nearest to farthest of the friendly unit (apply 
the criteria of 10.3.3.5). In those cases where one friendly unit 
triggers OW fire from several enemy units and the friendly unit 
is eliminated, those enemy units that didn’t fire retain their OW 
commands for future fire actions.

10.4.5.2.4 OW Hold-Fire
There are cases where the solitaire player feels an enemy unit 
should hold its OW fire for a better opportunity, as the friendly 
unit is undoubtedly getting closer to the enemy, offering a better 
objective for it, or more friendly units with MOVE commands 
are to move during the turn, triggering new OW fire that could be 
more advantageous for the enemy. If this is the case, roll (10). If 
the result is even, the enemy unit holds its fire. If the result is odd, 
the enemy unit fires.
If there is only one friendly unit that can be fired at, an enemy unit 
that is holding its fire fires at the friendly unit when it finishes its 
movement or before it is out of LOS.
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If there are several friendly units that can be fired at during the 
Movement Step and only one friendly unit is left due to holding 
fire, the enemy unit fires at that last friendly unit.

10.4.5.2.5 The Fire Action Table
A unit with a FIRE command fires at spotted friendly units inside 
Field-of-Fire and within Maximum Firing Range (only Hidden 
Units, see 10.3.2) during the Direct Fire Combat step.
Roll (100) on the Fire Action Table, applying modifiers, and cross 
reference the result with the Fire Action Priority result.
In those cases where several friendly units meet the same criteria, 
break ties by applying the second priority (listed after the slash). If 
after applying the second priority they still meet the same criteria, 
determine the target randomly.
Enemy units always use the ammo type with the greatest probability 
of achieving any damage or suppression result.

10.4.5.2.6 The Fire Action Modifiers
If enemy units have Cautious / Offensive / Reckless Attack At-
titude, the modifier when rolling on the Fire Action Table is –10 
/ 0 / +5, respectively.
If enemy units have Static / Defensive / Flexible Defend Attitude, 
the modifier when rolling on the Move Action Table is –10 / –5 / 
0, respectively.

10.4.5.2.7 Impossible Shots
In those cases where an enemy unit with a FIRE command cannot 
make any type of Damage or Suppression to its designated target, 
e.g., Small Arms fire against an A-Type vehicle at Medium range, 
it changes its command to an OW command.

10.4.5.2.8 Pinning Fire
When enemy units employ small arms Direct GP Fire against 
friendly Leg/Towed units, there is a possibility that the enemy unit 
uses Pinning Fire (OR 7.18) instead of normal GP fire.
Roll (100) on the Pinning Fire Table. If the result falls within the 
Pinning Fire range, the enemy unit employs Pinning Fire.
If the GP Fire modifier, before applying the Pinning Fire modi-
fier, is –20 or less, apply a –10 DRM when rolling on the Pinning 
Fire Table.

10.4.6 Solitaire Game Movement Phase
Enemy units with a MOVE command either Close Assault, initiate 
Hand-to-Hand combat, move, make Overrun attacks or remain 
stationary. Units with SHORT-HALT commands move.

10.4.6.1 Close Assault/Hand-to-Hand Combat Step
During the Close Assault/Hand-to-Hand Combat step check the 
Close Assault/Hand-to-Hand/Overrun Combat Check Table if en-
emy Leg units with MOVE commands are within range to initiate 
CA/HtH Combat, including those loaded in transports, against spot-
ted friendly targets, initiate combat. Roll (10) and apply modifiers 
to the Combat Check Modifier Number depending on the attacking 
enemy unit’s Grade, defending friendly unit’s Grade and defending 
friendly unit’s status, e.g., Suppressed.
Cross reference the attacking unit type with the defending unit 
type. If the net result is equal to or lower than the check number, 
the enemy unit initiates CA/HtH combat. An original roll of 10 is 
always treated as a negative result. An original roll of 1 is always 
treated as a positive result.
In those cases where several friendly units are eligible for CA/
HtH combat, use the Fire Action Table to determine the enemy 
unit’s target.
Roll on the Route Table to determine the Route towards the defend-
ing unit (see 10.3.7.2). If only one Route is possible, the enemy 
unit uses that Route.

10.4.6.2 CA/HtH Combat Check Modifiers
All modifiers are cumulative.

Attacking enemy unit’s Grade
If the attacking enemy unit’s grade is Elite / Veteran / Seasoned / 
Regulars / Green, the modifier is +2 / +1 / 0 / –1 / –2, respectively. 

Defending friendly unit’s Grade
If the defending friendly unit’s grade is Elite / Veteran / Seasoned / 
Regulars / Green, the modifier is –2 / –1 / 0 / +1 / +2, respectively.

Defending friendly unit’s status
If the defending friendly unit’s status is Suppressed / Broken / Hesi-
tating / Unsupported, the modifier is +2 / +2 / +1 / +3, respectively.

10.4.6.3 Overrun Combat
After all Close Assault/Hand-to-Hand combats are resolved, enemy 
vehicle units with sufficient movement points to initiate Overrun 
Combat against spotted friendly Leg/Towed units check on the 
Close Assault/Hand-to-Hand/Overrun Combat Check Table if they 
initiate overrun combat. Roll (10) and apply modifiers. 
Cross reference the vehicle row with the Defender Type unit type. 
If the result is equal to or lower than the check number, the enemy 
vehicle initiates Overrun Combat. An original roll of 10 is always 
treated as a negative result. An original roll of 1 is always treated 
as a positive result.
In those cases where several friendly units are eligible for overrun, 
use the Fire Action Table to determine the enemy unit’s target.
Roll on the Route Table to determine the Route towards the defend-
ing unit (see 10.3.7.2). If only one Route is possible, the enemy 
unit uses that Route.
Apply the same CA/HtH Combat modifiers when initiating Over-
run Combat (see 10.4.6.3)
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10.4.6.4 The Move Action Table
Units with a MOVE or SHORT HALT command move following 
the instructions from the Move Action Table, unless marked with 
a HD counter or initiate Close Assault/Hand-to-Hand/Overrun 
combat (MOVE command only).
Vehicles with a MOVE command and a HD counter due to an FC/
HD (N/C) action gain HD status (see 10.4.2.1.2).
Units that initiate Close Assault/Hand-to-Hand/Overrun Combat 
move towards a legal target (see 10.4.6.1 and 10.4.6.3).
Units with a MOVE or SHORT HALT command roll (100) on the 
Move Action Table, applying modifiers, and compare the result 
with the Direction. Once a result is determined, roll (10) on the 
Route Table, applying modifiers, and compare the result with the 
Route. Follow the route obtained in the Route Table to move to-
wards the result obtained in the Move Action Table (see 10.3.7.2).
In those cases where the Move Action Table directs an enemy unit 
to move towards the Most Dangerous Friendly Unit within spotting 
range and there are no friendly units within spotting range, the 
enemy unit moves towards the Nearest Friendly Unit.

10.4.6.5 Move Action modifiers
If enemy units have Cautious / Offensive / Reckless Attack At-
titude, the modifier when rolling on the Move Action Table is –10 
/ 0 / +10, respectively.
If enemy units have Static / Defensive / Flexible Defend Attitude, 
the modifier when rolling on the Move Action Table is –15 / –5 / 
0, respectively.

10.4.6.6 Route modifiers
If enemy units have Cautious / Offensive / Reckless Attack At-
titude, the modifier when rolling on the Move Action Table is –1 
/ 0 / +2, respectively.
If enemy units have Static / Defensive / Flexible Defend Attitude, 
the modifier when rolling on the Move Action Table is –2 / –1 / 
0, respectively.

10.4.6.7 Vehicle and Towed Units Building Movement
Enemy vehicles and towed units that enter Building hexes are 
considered to be in the alleys between the buildings, i.e., they 
occupy Alley type terrain.
Enemy vehicles and towed units can only setup or enter the actual 
buildings located in a Building hex if instructed by the scenario’s 
Setup or Special Conditions.

10.4.6.8 Quickmarch
Enemy leg units move using Quickmarch if instructed by the 
scenario’s Special Conditions.

10.4.6.9 Crawling
In some scenarios, enemy units that receive a Full Cover action 
may remain in Full Cover if instructed by the Special Conditions. 
In those cases, enemy Leg units in Full Cover that receive a MOVE 
command use Crawling movement.

10.4.6.10 Transporting
In some scenarios, Leg/Towed units are generated with their 
transports.
Leg/Towed units generated with transports activate either loaded 
or unloaded as instructed by the Setup or Special Conditions of 
the scenario.
Each scenario gives instructions in the Special Conditions on how 
the enemy Leg/Towed units use their transports.

10.4.6.11 Moving Out of VP Hexes
Once an enemy unit occupies a VP hex, that enemy unit remains 
in the occupied VP hex unless specified in the Special Conditions 
of the scenario or the hex has an On Fire counter (see 10.4.2.1.6).
This rule does not apply if a scenario states that friendly units are 
considered VP hexes for determining movement.

10.4.6.12 Optional Flank Move
In some scenarios there are cases where enemy combat vehicles 
can’t do any damage to spotted friendly combat vehicles from the 
angle they face.
If the enemy is controlling all VP hexes or the winning conditions 
can be met by eliminating friendly units, enemy combat vehicles 
that receive a MOVE command may opt to override the Move 
Action Table and the Route Table. In this case, the enemy combat 
vehicle tries a flank move, this is, it moves towards the angle 
from which it can penetrate the Most Dangerous / Nearest spotted 
friendly combat vehicle using the Fastest Route.
This rule is only applicable to enemy combat vehicles.

This rule tries to simulate the nature of tank combat, where tank 
commanders try to maneuver their vehicles to get the most advan-
tageous position against enemy tanks.

10.4.7 Solitaire Morale
In solitaire Panzer, enemy Formations don’t generate CHQ units. 
The morale rules are handled a bit differently from the standard 
rules.
When using Morale with solitaire Panzer, use the following rules.

10.4.7.1 Solitaire Cohesion Point
As in standard scenarios, solitaire scenarios indicate the Numeric 
Cohesion Point of each enemy Formation. This Numeric Cohesion 
Point is calculated based on the expected number of enemy units 
appearing during the scenario, enemy Formation’s Grade and other 
design adjustments.

10.4.7.2 Recovery
All Suppressed/Broken/Hesitating enemy units automatically 
receive a N/C command during the Command Phase, i.e., they do 
not roll on the Command Table, if there are no friendly units within 
P range. If there are friendly units at P range, Suppressed/Broken/
Hesitating enemy units roll on the corresponding Command Table. 
If the result is SHORT-HALT or FIRE, they receive a FIRE com-
mand. Otherwise, they receive an N/C command.
Suppressed/Broken/Hesitating units always try to recover during 
the Adjustment Phase.
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For each enemy Formation, consider an unbroken CHQ unit is in 
one of the following hexes, in the following order:

• In a hex where the CHQ unit is in Command Range of the 
largest number of Broken enemy units.

• In a hex where the CHQ unit is in Command Range of the 
Broken enemy unit with the highest point value.

• In a hex where the CHQ unit is in Command Range of the 
Broken enemy unit with the highest probability of recovery.

In those cases where two or more units coincide with all the above 
criteria, place the CHQ unit randomly.
This CHQ unit is “virtual”, i.e., it is not physically represented in 
the game. The CHQ modifier of +20 is only applied once per turn.

10.4.8 Solitaire Game Adjustment Phase
Perform all the actions of the Adjustment Phase.
Enemy units not in a track, path or road change their facing towards 
the Most Dangerous Friendly Unit within spotting range during 
the Pivot Step. Enemy units in a track, path or road maintain their 
facing. If using OR 7.8 Turrets, enemy units in a track, path or 
road or with a Track hit change their turret facing towards the 
Most Dangerous Friendly Unit within spotting range. Enemy units 
with no friendly units within spotting range maintain their facing.

10.4.9 End Turn Step & Final Turn
In Solitaire Panzer, the length of a scenario is determined in the 
Victory Conditions in the form of variable final turns. Each pos-
sible final turn has a value listed. Before the Spotting Phase of each 
turn, roll (10). If the result is equal to or less than the value listed 
for each possible final turn, then the current turn is the final turn.
If the current turn is designated as the final turn, the Victory Con-
ditions are reviewed to determine the outcome of the scenario.

10.4.10 Solitaire Game Optional Rules
The player may add as many optional rules as desired. Never-
theless, when playing with solitaire rules, at least the following 
optional rules are recommended for a better historical experience: 
Command Span for the friendly force (7.52), Morale (7.1), Variable 
AP penetration (7.12), Tank Fright (7.6), and Bogging Down (7.29).
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